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As data mining increasingly shapes organizational decision-making, the quality of its 
results must be questioned to ensure trust in the technology. Inaccuracies can mislead 
decision-makers and cause costly mistakes. With more data collected for analytical 
purposes, privacy is also a major concern. Data security policies and regulations are 
increasingly put in place to manage risks, but these policies and regulations often employ 
technologies that substitute and/or suppress sensitive details contained in the data sets 
being mined. Data masking and substitution and/or data encryption and suppression of 
sensitive attributes from data sets can limit access to important details. It is believed that 
the use of data masking and encryption can impact the quality of data mining results. This 
dissertation investigated and compared the causal effects of data masking and encryption 
on classification performance as a measure of the quality of knowledge discovery. A 
review of the literature found a gap in the body of knowledge, indicating that this 
problem had not been studied before in an experimental setting. The objective of this 
dissertation was to gain an understanding of the trade-offs between data security and 
utility in the field of analytics and data mining. The research used a nationally recognized 
cancer incidence database, to show how masking and encryption of potentially sensitive 
demographic attributes such as patients’ marital status, race/ethnicity, origin, and year of 
birth, could have a statistically significant impact on the patients’ predicted survival. 
Performance parameters measured by four different classifiers delivered sizeable 
variations in the range of 9% to 10% between a control group, where the select attributes 
were untouched, and two experimental groups where the attributes were substituted or 
suppressed to simulate the effects of the data protection techniques. In practice, this 
represented a corroboration of the potential risk involved when basing medical treatment 
decisions using data mining applications where attributes in the data sets are masked or 
encrypted for patient privacy and security concerns.      
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Background   

    Data mining has become an incredibly useful technology in business and science. 

However, if used casually, data mining results can mislead decision-makers and cause 

costly mistakes. Therefore, the quality of knowledge discovered through data mining is 

critically important to ensure trust in the technology.  

     Data mining is increasingly used in decision-making to help explain past and present 

events, and to predict future states. Among the techniques used to develop predictive 

models, classification is one of the most widely employed (Tan, Steinbeck, & Kumar, 

2006). In the medical field, its use has been shown to be useful in classifying diseases and 

in helping physicians decide on the most appropriate treatment protocols (Salama, 

Abdelhalim, & Zeid, 2012). The practice derives knowledge from vast volumes of raw 

data (also referred to as big data) collected from distributed networked databases to find 

associations and trends, and to discover new knowledge that would have otherwise 

remained buried in storage (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996). Knowledge 

discovery analyzes data using algorithmic methods until inherent relationships become 

visible (Fan, 2008). The process of data mining and knowledge discovery fulfills the 

quest to seek new insight from available data resources (Ahmadi & Abadi, 2013). A 

schematic representation of the main steps involved in the knowledge discovery process 

is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the Knowledge Discovery Process 
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     In parallel with the development of knowledge discovery techniques, data security 

policies and regulations have also gained greater attention. Persistent attacks on 

government and enterprise computing systems, and high profile data breaches have made 

data security policies and regulations increasingly common across banking, financial 

services, and healthcare, among others business areas. Incomplete data sets, missing 

values, and errors in data entry have been recognized to impact the quality of mining 

results. However, a review of the literature has shown that the impact of data security 

policies and regulations and the use of techniques such as data masking and encryption, 

which substitute sensitive data and suppress important attributes for confidentiality and 

privacy protection, have not been the focus of in-depth study. While organizations that 

collect their own data can protect its sensitive aspects while maintaining visibility of 

these fields or attributes for analytical processing, when researchers collect data from 

distributed repositories, clear text access to protected fields is not always possible. Access 

to complete data sets is not always available due to protection given to certain fields as a 

result of data privacy regulations. 

     At a time when data mining is increasingly used for decision-making, more data may 

be masked or encrypted due to its sensitivity, impacting the quality of data mining results 

and the trustworthiness of the technology.  In the healthcare field for example, protected 

health information is often stripped of important personal characteristics when used for 

research purposes. This type of data substitution and associated attribute suppression is 

believed to have a causal impact on the quality of data mining results. 

     This report is organized in five chapters; introduction, review of literature, 

methodology, results, and conclusions. Chapter 1 presents the problem investigated, and 
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describes its persistence and its effects in academia, government, and business 

environments. The goal and scope of the research are presented, and three specific 

questions are posed to help guide the literature review and help formulate the hypothesis 

for the quantitative analysis. The relevance and significance of the research is then 

explained in light of the affected population. The chapter closes with an identification of 

barriers and issues encountered during the course of the research, including the steps 

taken for their mitigation. Specialized terms used throughout the report are also defined. 

     Chapter 2 presents the literature review with a chronological account of related works. 

Associated questions, hypotheses, and findings by the various researchers are examined, 

and the methods developed to study data quality and knowledge discovery are compared 

and contrasted. The chapter synthetizes available works on the subject and identifies the 

gap in the body of knowledge that the dissertation fulfills.  

     Chapter 3 outlines the methodology followed to conduct the study and identifies the 

research model and tools used to collect the data representative of the problem in 

question. The chapter also describes how the methodology, model, and tools were tested 

to validate their feasibility. The chapter describes the variables involved, how the data 

sample was collected, and how it was analyzed to test the postulated hypothesis. Internal 

and external validity implications are also discussed. Resources used to conduct the 

research initiative, including hardware, software, tools, and access to representative data 

are also described.  

     Chapter 4 defines the experimental design model and presents the empirical findings. 

Classification performance parameters calculated by each of the algorithms employed for 

the control and experimental groups representative of the measured impact of data 
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masking and encryption on classification performance, are tabulated and graphed for 

comparison. Results of a statistical analysis are also presented. Finally, an analysis of the 

results obtained is presented in Chapter 5. The chapter draws conclusions, states 

associated implications, and presents recommendations for further study.  

Problem Statement    

     Data protection techniques can create inconsistencies and gaps in historical records 

that can affect the completeness of data (Grimmer & Hinrichs, 2001). Data masking and 

encryption respectively substitute and suppress important attributes in data sets that can 

affect knowledge discovery. Increased use of these data protection techniques puts in 

question the quality of data mining results.  

     It is believed that the effects of masking and encryption on classification performance, 

and thereby on the quality of knowledge discovery, has become more acute in recent 

years as the use of these data mining tools has become more prevalent. With growing use 

of this technology and increased security awareness, the impact that data protection 

techniques can have on knowledge discovery is likely to become an even more important 

subject of study (Ahmadi & Abadi, 2013).  

Dissertation Goal   

     The goal of this research was to develop an experimental model to investigate and 

compare the causal effect between the use of data masking and encryption on the quality 

of knowledge discovered through data mining. The research observed the impact that 

data masking (through sensitive attribute substitution) and encryption (through sensitive 

attribute suppression) had on knowledge discovery by measuring classification 

performance parameters including accuracy, precision, and recall among others. As a 
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dimension of data quality, classification accuracy is an objective metric that determines 

the capability of algorithms to correctly classify instances in data sets (Pipino, Lee, & 

Wang, 2002). Precision refers to the degree of separation between the predicted values 

(Bhuvaneswari, Prabaharan, & Subramaniyaswamy, 2015). The lower the number of 

false positives that a classifier calculates, the higher the precision of the classifier (Tan, 

Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006). Classifiers are the algorithms that systematically build the 

data groupings in a data mining application (Tan, Steinback, & Kumar, 2006). Recall 

measures completeness of results and aligns with the proportion of positive cases that are 

correctly predicted to be positive. 

     By developing a knowledge discovery quality metric, the study demonstrated causal 

impact and provided a testable scenario that enables repeatable validation of the trade-

offs between data security and utility. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses   

     Three specific research questions were postulated to frame the literature review and to 

focus the objective of the research:  

1. Is masking and encryption of attributes in data sets impacting classification 

performance and the quality of knowledge discovery? 

2. Can the impact in performance and quality of knowledge discovery be objectively 

measured between masking and encryption? 

3. Is the measured impact of masking and encryption radically different and 

statistically significant? 

Given the stated problem and the questions that the research study sought to answer, the 

null and alternate hypotheses included: 
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H0 = Data masking and encryption of attributes in data sets have no effect on 

classification performance and quality of data mining results  

H1 = Data masking and encryption of attributes in data sets have an effect on 

classification performance and quality of data mining results 

Given that classification performance metrics are parameters of data quality, their 

measurement determines the quality of knowledge discovery. The empirical manner by 

which this was conducted is described in the methodology outlined in Chapter 3.  

Relevance and Significance   

     The trustworthiness of knowledge discovered through data mining is increasingly 

critical to organizational decision-making. Factors affecting the data mining process and 

the knowledge derived from this activity can put in question its credibility (Fan, 2008). 

While the literature confirms that researchers have examined many aspects of knowledge 

discovery including quality, the impact of applied data protection techniques such as data 

masking and encryption, has not been specifically studied. An assessment of the impact 

of these practices on the quality of knowledge discovery will help prepare decision-

makers when using derived business intelligence.  

     Dependence on data mining and concerns over the reliability and trustworthiness of 

the derived knowledge is of interest to all those who increasingly use this technology, 

including academia, government, and enterprise. This research study was meant to be 

especially useful to regulated industries such as banking, financial services, insurance, 

and healthcare that handle massive volumes of private and sensitive data subjected to 

security policies and regulations, and that increasingly use aggregate data from 

distributed resources with protected fields, and data mining techniques for business 
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intelligence purposes. Examples in the literature that illustrate the effects of data quality 

include the work of Grimmer and Hinrichs (2001) and Hipp, Güntzer, and Grimmer 

(2001) showing how poor data quality affected decision support systems in 

manufacturing. The work of Buja and Lee (2001) revealed how clinical trials depended 

on data mining techniques and regression and classification process, to gain insight into 

patient data. 

     With growing security awareness and increasing use of comprehensive data protection 

technologies, the impact that data masking and encryption may have on knowledge 

discovery is likely to become more significant. Haug and Arlbjørn (2011) found that poor 

data quality impacted the enterprise bottom line and highlighted how decision-makers 

often could not trust available business intelligence. The increasing use of data mining as 

a business tool requires an assessment of the quality of extracted information (Ahmadi & 

Abadi, 2013). Ensuring that data mining results are trustworthy and dependable will 

become critically important as the technology increasingly shapes organizational 

decision-making (Alkharboush, 2013). Assessing the quality of discovered knowledge is 

therefore a task that requires further study. 

     Given that the literature review presented herein showed a gap in this area of the body 

of knowledge, this research study was built upon existing studies that have used 

methodologies already developed and proven reliable by researchers in the field (Al-

Badrashiny & Bellaachia, 2016; Al-Bahrani, Agrawal, & Choudhary, 2013; Bellaachia & 

Guven, 2006; Bostwick & Burke, 2001; Bradley,1997; Delen, Walker, & Kadam, 2004; 

Endo, Shibata, & Tanaka, 2008; Rosenberg, Chia, & Plevritis, 2005). The study filled the 

identified gap where the impact of masked or encrypted data on data mining results have 
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not been addressed, and provided an original contribution to the literature, establishing a 

platform for analyzing a real-world application problem.  

Barriers and Issues   

     Assessing the quality of knowledge discovered through data mining in a real-world 

non-contrived setting is difficult and impractical due to the invasive nature of the process. 

Access to real-world sensitive data can also infringes on privacy. Organizations that 

process sensitive data are often prohibited from sharing the data. Sensitive data includes 

personally identifiable information that has to be protected by law (Cios & Moore, 2002). 

     The fact that the subject of the research involved organizations that enforce data 

security policies and regulations and the use of data protection techniques, creates certain 

barriers. Organizations that use data protection techniques tightly control access to their 

systems to mitigate risks of data breaches and system compromise (Lu & Miklau, 2008). 

The use of real-world business data for this study allowed the researcher to observe the 

phenomena first-hand within the natural environment, but ethical, legal, and operational 

requirements made this impractical. Prokosch and Ganslandt (2009) studied the reuse of 

electronic medical records for clinical research and found that there were impediments to 

the reuse of this data. “Consideration of regulatory requirements, data privacy issues, data 

standards as well as people/ organizational issues are prerequisites in order to vanquish 

existing obstacles” (Prokosch & Ganslandt, 2009, p. 38). 

     Wang (2009) found that environmental factors also had an impact on data quality. 

Ramakrishnan, Jones, and Sidorova (2011) examined external environmental factors on 

knowledge discovery and found that in business settings, competitive pressure can be an 

issue. Specific characteristics of the natural setting being studied that were outside of the 
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researcher’s control, would had resulted in observations that would not have been able to 

be generalized and applied to the broader population affected by the research problem. 

     Not having access to the natural environment and the data resources representative of 

the research questions were nonetheless manageable barriers. Using an alternative 

research enabled the study to be carried out in a manner that was able to produce 

repeatable results. An alternative method employing available benchmark data sets was 

used for experimental purposes. Publicly available benchmark data sets enables real-

world records, representative of the natural environment, to be readily used for 

experimentation (Scalzo, Burleson, Fernandez, Ault, & Kline, 2007). While a full 

institutional review board appraisal was not needed, given the nature of the benchmark 

data used, a filing was made along with a formal request for authorization to use the data 

for research purposes. No other problems were encountered during the performance of 

the experiment. 

Assumptions, Limitations and Delimitations 

     The research study was based on one main assumption: that the benchmark data set 

utilized was representative of the real world environment, and that the suppressed 

sensitive attributes in the data set were indeed relevant to the classification process. These 

assumptions took for granted that demographics might not be significant factors in all 

cases. Therefore, it was incumbent on the researcher to ensure that the conditions 

analyzed, and the results that the data mining exercise predicted, were dependent on at 

least a subset of the critical demographic values that were masked or encrypted.  

     Limitations of the study include the fact that recorded demographic factors of the test 

population were dependent on the accuracy of the original patient records. Any alteration 
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of these historical records is beyond the control of the researcher and would impact the 

extent to which one could draw cause and effect relationships.  

     To limit the degree to which such conditions could impact the internal validity of the 

research, the scope of the study was controlled, while at the same time ensuring that 

observations and conclusions of the initiative could be applied to a general population. To 

this end, delimitations imposed included the selection of a focused data set where the 

demographics of the sample populations had already been proven to be significant factors 

in the incidence of the disease being studied (i.e., breast cancer). Additionally, to ensure 

external validity of observed results, a large sample size was chosen. 

Definition of Terms 

     Terminology used throughout this report is defined as follows: 

AdaBoost – Adaptive boosting type of ensemble learning algorithms that uses iterative 

weighted results of multiple data set instances and classifiers. 

Classification accuracy – Rate of correctly identified attributes within a data set. 

Benchmark – A test methodology based on real-world use of computer systems. 

Data warehousing – Practice where data from distributed database resources are 

maintained in a centralized location for ease of access and retrieval. 

Data mining – Process of extracting knowledge from vast amounts of distributed data to 

help explain past and present events, and to predict future states. 

Ensemble – Library of classification algorithms.   

Entropy – Ratio of binary alternatives of an attribute’s occurrence within a data set(s). 

Imputation – Substitution of missing values with existing similar values found in the data 

set. The term was previously used in the literature to refer to prepositioning. 
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Information gain – Amount of useful information contained in set of data.  

J48 – WEKA’s implementation of the Quinlan C4.5 decision tree-based classifier. 

Learning – Formation of classification rules based on training data.  

Materialized views –Pre-computed results of frequent database queries. 

Naïve Bayes – Probabilistic classifier algorithm used in experiment. 

Overfitting – Condition where training data fits too tightly and leads to a useless 

classification process where nodes have only single branches and no decision point(s). 

Precision – Closeness of the various measures recorded. 

Predictive accuracy – Capacity of classification algorithm to categorize data tuples for 

which classification label is not known. 

Predictors – Independent variables or attributes that are known and used to train the 

algorithm being employed for data classification purposes. 

Prepositioning – Process of replacing missing values with commonly occurring ones in 

the training data. 

Quality – Accuracy and usefulness of knowledge obtained from a data set after mining 

for hidden insight. 

Quasi-experiment – Type of experimental test where multiple measures are taken before 

and after intervention or treatment of the independent or predictor variable(s). 

Random Forest – Ensemble algorithm method that uses multiple training inputs. 

Recall – Completeness of results obtained from an analysis.  

Referential integrity – Critical property of relational databases. 

Utility – Usefulness of knowledge obtained from a data set(s) for the particular purpose 

for which it was mined. 
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ZeroR – Simple classifier used to determine majority category of outcome variable and 

baseline performance. 

List of Acronyms 

     Acronyms used throughout this report are defined below: 

ANOVA – Analysis of variance 

AUC – Area under curve 

CRISP-DM – Cross-industry standard process for data mining 

CSV – Comma separated value 

HSD – Honest significance difference  

KDD – Knowledge discovery in databases 

NAACCR – North American Association of Central Cancer Registries 

NHIA – NAACCR Hispanic Identification Algorithm 

NCI – National Cancer Institute 

NIH – National Institutes of Health 

ROC – Receiver operating characteristic 

SEER – Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results 

SEMMA – Sample-explore-modify-model-assess 

WEKA – Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis 

Summary 

     Data mining has evolved from an experimental technology to an applied scientific and 

business tool. During this evolution, the use of data protection techniques such as 

masking and encryption has also proliferated. This has impacted many industries, and has 

put into question the trustworthiness of knowledge discovery.  
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     The results of this research and quantitative analysis provided experimental evidence 

showing variances in classifier performance measures between control and experimental 

groups. By developing a knowledge discovery quality metric, the study demonstrated 

causal impact and provided a testable scenario for repeatable validation. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

Overview of Topic 

     A literature review draws a chronological account of related works in the subject area 

to demonstrate how research has evolved (Salkind, 2012). The historical account 

facilitates the identification of gaps and the substantiation of how the objective of a 

research initiative fits within the broader body of knowledge (Hart, 1998). An assessment 

of over 50 peer-reviewed works on related subject areas was conducted to understand 

how research in this field had matured, what areas had been examined, and what gaps 

remained to be studied. Subject areas included data quality, data mining, knowledge 

discovery, security policies and regulations, and data protection techniques.  

     In the context of data mining, data quality had been the subject of focused research for 

over 20 years. Missing values had been recognized as a problem and studied in the 

context of incomplete data sets and errors in data entry (Farhangfar, Kurgan, & Dy, 

2008). The impact of missing values and the effect on classification accuracy had also 

been studied (Acuña & Rodríguez, 2004). However, an investigation and comparison of 

the causal effect between the use of data masking and encryption on the quality of 

knowledge discovery through data mining had not been the subject of focused 

experimental study, nor had a methodology and tool been developed for repeated 

validation.  

     Data anonymization tools using data masking techniques are commonly built into 

commercial database systems (Vinogradov & Pastsyak, 2012). Data masking substitutes 
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sensitive attribute values in data sets with fictitious ones to hide their sensitivity, protect 

their confidentiality, and prevent them from being used to re-identify personal identities 

(Dhir & Garg, 2017). The process is irreversible, and does not allow reconstitution of the 

original data element once executed. Given that data masking produces a fundamentally 

comparable data element and data set, its use generally has minimum or no impact to 

business processes (Ogigau-Neamtiu, 2016). Data masking can be static or dynamic. 

Static masking replaces sensitive attribute values with constant values already present in 

the data set. Dynamic masking replaces attribute values with random ones within the 

range represented in the data set (IBM Knowledge Center, 2016). G. K., Rabi, and TN 

(2012) found that dynamic data masking with random replacement of sensitive values 

yielded high security with the added convenience of not having to alter processes to 

accommodate changes in data structure.  

     Some authors consider encryption to be a form of data masking (Dhir & Garg, 2017). 

However, encryption performs a significantly different process that altogether suppresses 

the sensitive data, making it illegible to the naked eye and to data mining algorithms. 

Unlike masking, encryption is reversible, and relies on the use of cryptographic keys 

(symmetric or asymmetric) to transform data back to its original legible state (Ogigau-

Neamtiu, 2016). Encrypted data blocks typically are also structurally different than the 

original ones. As most encryption algorithms expands the data block, this often requires 

the alteration of database processes to enable encrypted data to fit within existing 

application table formats. This, and the complexity associated with managing large 

groups of cryptographic keys, can make encryption a less favorable data protection 

alternative for certain applications. Nonetheless, its reversibility continues to make it an 
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indispensable data protection technique. In terms of the effect on data mining, the process 

of replacing sensitive attributes with fictitious masked values is believed to have a greater 

impact on knowledge discovery than the suppression of values through encryption.  

     Given the fundamental differences in technique, this research differs from the problem 

of missing data because it measured the effects that the fictitious data may have on 

knowledge discovery in contrast to the effects of data suppression. With a knowledge 

discovery quality metric obtained from both masking and encryption, the research 

compared this trade-off by measuring the classification performance of data mining 

results obtained using complete, masked, and encrypted attributes in a common data set. 

     As data masking is increasingly used to de-identify and protect the confidentiality of 

data, an understanding of how the technology impacts knowledge discovery is important. 

The contrast between the effects of data masking and encryption is valuable for 

organizations trying to pick the best solutions to protect their sensitive data, while still 

being able to maximize the utility of the distributed data resources. 

     The literature review was separated into two sections. The sections include the 

research that focused on data quality and how it can be measured, and the research that 

contributed to furthering the understanding of evolving data security policies, regulations, 

and data protection techniques.  

Justification 

     Data quality is defined based on five critical characteristics: accuracy, completeness, 

consistency, actuality, and relevance (Luebbers, Grimmer, & Jarke, 2003). With growing 

data security awareness, cryptographic techniques are commonly used to protect the 

confidentiality of sensitive data. As more databases are subject to stricter security policies 
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and regulations, it is important to consider the effects that these may have on the five 

critical characteristics defining data quality, and on the resulting knowledge discovery. 

An assessment of the literature on this specialized field enabled identification of the gap 

in the body of knowledge that this study addressed.      

Previous Research 

     Early research in knowledge discovery dates back to the development of mechanisms 

to uncover hidden rules in relational databases though attribute-oriented induction (Han, 

Cai, & Cercone, 1993). The concept of the data warehouse as a centralized repository that 

brought together distributed databases was first developed to improved data availability 

and performance. The storage of pre-computed results of frequent queries into 

materialized views optimized efficiency and overall process quality (Gupta, Mumick, & 

Subrahmanian, 1993). Widom (1995) recognized the advantage of data warehousing over 

traditional database querying, and identified areas needing dedicated research to take the 

technology forward. As data mining technology began to evolve, data warehousing 

became an important enabler. Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth (1996) described 

how data warehousing aggregated data from multiple distributed sources and compiled 

the data into common frameworks from where mining algorithms could then analyze and 

extract meaningful insight and knowledge. Using sophisticated algorithms, data mining 

applications were then able to analyze more complex interactions between data sets in 

data warehouses and across heterogeneous networks, and discover knowledge inherently 

hidden in the data. 

     As the volume of available data grew, computational resources needed to analyze 

these for pattern recognition and identification of associations, began to hit performance 
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limits. While materialized views enabled these challenges to be managed in a more 

effective way, maintaining them became a critical factor to ensure data completeness 

(Wu & Buchmann, 1997). Driven by the commercialization potential of data 

warehousing and data mining technology, Wu and Buchmann (1997) identified areas that 

needed further study; including data warehouse architecture, data loading, cleansing  and 

purging, data indexing, and query optimization among others. The focus on data 

cleansing and purging provided one of the first instances that can be linked to the direct 

effects of data security policies and regulations. García-Molina, Labio, and Yang (1998) 

recognized that while data volume management was important to ensure optimum 

performance, indiscriminate purging of expired data could violate referential integrity 

across databases and adversely affect the stability of data warehouses. Inconsistencies in 

databases and data warehouses were also found to have a consequential effect on the 

degree of accuracy and consistency of queries. Accuracy and consistency of data, along 

with its timeliness, were found to be key characteristics defining data quality (Jeusfeld, 

Quix, & Jarke, 1998).   

     Buja and Lee (2001) and Alkharboush (2003) studied how organizations used data 

mining to discover interesting associations between unrelated data sets, and to discover 

hidden patterns that could provide insight and greater understanding of available data 

resources. The tremendous drop in the cost associated with maintaining very large data 

repositories and the capability to link these distributed sets across large geographies in an 

economical way, propelled the development and adoption of data mining (Kurgan & 

Musilek, 2006). Yang and Wu (2006) surveyed the data mining research at the time and 

identified the 10 most challenging problems in the field to include security, privacy, and 
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data integrity as problems needing critical attention due to their ability to distort results. 

However, their study was limited to identifying the factors and not trying to measure their 

effect. Similarly, Kurgan and Musilek (2006) conducted a survey of knowledge discovery 

process models with the objective of consolidating research in the specialized field and 

promoting development of standardized methodologies to ensure greater acceptance in 

industry. While these studies examined various dimensions of knowledge discovery and 

its broad applications, the impact of data protection techniques as their use became 

pervasive, had not been addressed. Roski, Bo-Linn, and Andrews (2014) studied the 

opportunities offered by mining healthcare data stored across interconnected 

infrastructures, and found that the value gained could be limited by data security practices 

designed to protect patient privacy. Their study proposed a series of steps for 

implementing big data solutions in healthcare organizations focused on identifying 

patients only by derived insight, to reduce cost and improve quality.     

Data Quality 

     Early work by Redman (1998) recognized the threat that the growing problem of poor 

data quality represented to enterprise operations and analyzed the tactical and strategic 

impacts to created greater awareness. In an effort to study undetected inconsistencies in 

databases and quality of the data mining, Grimmer and Hinrichs (2001) developed the 

concept of data quality management to determine the degree of confidence in association 

rule mining. Using a deviation detection technique, they developed a process to find 

inconsistent associations between items in large databases. A survey conducted by Lee, 

Strong, Kahn, and Wang (2002), summarized academic research on information quality 

at the time and identified the different dimensions of importance to users of information. 
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The survey also classified the quality dimensions in terms of the intrinsic, contextual, 

representational, and accessibility values of importance to consumers of data. In terms of 

the intrinsic value of data quality, 13 dimensions were identified in the survey including 

accuracy, believability, reputation, objectivity, factuality, credibility, consistency, 

completeness, precision, reliability, freedom from bias, correctness, and unambiguity 

(Lee et al., 2002). Among the 11 researchers named in the aforementioned survey, 

accuracy was the dimension most often identified as being critically important to users. 

Pipino, Lee, and Wang (2002) assessed data quality levels using subjective and objective 

measures with the goal of developing quality metrics for organizations to be able to put in 

practice. Luebbers, et al. (2003) defined an objective set of data quality dimensions that 

included accuracy along with completeness, consistency, actuality, and relevancy.  

     As a dimension of data quality, accuracy had been used as one of the more objective 

metrics, particularly in terms of the capability of algorithms to correctly classify instances 

in data sets. Acuña and Rodriquez (2004) found that the effects of missing values on 

classifier accuracy was dependent on the number of instances present in the specific data 

sets. McGarry (2005) conducted a survey of what constituted an “interestingness” 

measure for knowledge discovery, and found that these fell into two categories: objective, 

which were based on statistical correlation between data sets, and subjective, which were 

based on what users anticipated. Yang and Wu (2006) found that algorithms used to mine 

data could modify or hide certain parameters for privacy and security reasons, distorting 

the knowledge that could be derived from them. It is at this point in the chronology of the 

literature that one of the specific parameters of data security (i.e., privacy) is specifically 

linked to data quality. Examples in healthcare included research in the incidence of 
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certain diseases, and on medical informatics. Bellaachia and Guven (2006) studied breast 

cancer survivability and compared the accuracy of various data mining techniques in 

predicting these incidences. Conversely, Malazizi, Neagu, and Chaudhry (2006) surveyed 

data quality assessment methods in predictive toxicology and identified significant 

deficiencies affecting scientific research. Kumari and Godara (2011) studied the 

performance of various classification techniques in predicting cardiovascular disease 

using sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and error rate as comparative metrics. Dimitoglou, 

Adams, and Jim (2012) also studied cancer patient’s rate of survival using various 

classification algorithms. The general procedures used by Dimitoglou, Adams, and Jim 

(2012) to measure algorithm performance served as a model for the dissertation work. 

However, while their research addressed the capabilities that different classifiers had in 

predicting an outcome given an initial set of input conditions, it did not address the 

potential effects of data protection techniques used to safeguard the privacy of patients.  

     While the problem of data quality in data mining has been fully recognized, the 

measurement of the impact that data substitution and suppression may have on the quality 

of mined results, has not been experimentally quantified. One of the reasons why this has 

not been done is because data quality cannot be measured as a stand-alone value. Data 

quality must be assessed within the context of usage. Shankaranarayanan and Cai (2006) 

found that no matter the dimensions used to determine data quality, the context for which 

the data was used also needed to be assessed. What could be considered high quality 

results for one task, had little or no value for another (Shankaranarayanan & Cai, 2006). 

     Wang (2009) focused on referential integrity as the key factor affecting data accuracy, 

consistency, and dependability. His findings showed that data quality also included the 
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dimensions of intrinsic, contextual, representational, and accessibility values. Intrinsic 

values were accuracy and objectivity. Accessibility was the ability to be only available to 

authorized entities. Contextual characteristics represented its relevancy, timeliness and 

completeness. And finally, its representational characteristics involved interpretability, 

ease of understanding, and consistency. Wang (2009) indicated that “without a solid 

foundation of high-quality data, ‘dirty data’ can chip away at an organization’s ability to 

function effectively” (p.3). Agarwal and Yiliyasi (2010) studied the characteristics of 

data quality in social media environments and the unique challenges that its informal and 

unstructured nature had on data mining and machine learning. They defined data quality 

in social media in the context of four dimensions; intrinsic, contextual, representational, 

and access value, and singled-out security as the degree to which information was 

protected against unauthorized access without considering its integrity.  

     Out of the 13 data quality dimensions identified by Wang and Strong (1996), Blake 

and Mangiameli (2011) singled out accuracy, completeness, consistency, and timeliness 

as the more objective ones having a direct impact on data mining classification methods. 

While the complexity of the classification problem was the principal factor in 

determining classification outcomes, higher rates of correctly classified positives and 

correctly classified negatives were indicative of higher accuracy. As a recognized 

dimension of data quality when using classification algorithms, accuracy was defined as 

the rate of correctly identified attributes (Blake & Mangiameli, 2011). Sidi et al. (2012) 

studied dependencies between data quality dimensions and found that accuracy, currency, 

consistency, and completeness could improve knowledge discovery. Palepu and Rao 

(2012) studied quality control mechanisms in data warehousing and found that lack of 
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quality data due to degradation over time, and improper handling, rendered it useless for 

mining purposes. 

Security Policies, Regulations, and Data Protection 

     Early research on the impact of security policies and regulations on data quality was 

conducted by García-Molina, Labio, and Yang (1998). Their work focused on the 

preservation of database referential integrity in light of regulations requiring databases to 

be purged of sensitive and expired data. Greater awareness of the need for data security 

polices drove many organizations to take pre-emptive steps to protect the confidentiality, 

integrity, and privacy of their sensitive data, and their corporate entity from data breaches 

and associated liabilities. Organization’s own policies, as well as industry and 

government regulations led to the growing use of data protection options like masking 

and encryption in business applications. Grimmer and Hinrichs (2001) found that these 

practices, where organizations screened-off sensitive data, created gaps in available 

records. A more focused study of data security policies and regulation on operational data 

handling was conducted by Cios and Moore (2002). Their study highlighted ethical, 

legal, and social issues involved in medical research, and identified specific requirements 

such as patient data de-identification as one having significant implications on how data 

was collected and analyzed. Wilson and Rosen (2003) studied the effects of perturbation, 

or the addition of noise to databases to protect the confidentiality of attributes. Findings 

of the exploratory study revealed initial evidence of the introduction of a type of data 

mining bias on results, but did not examine the characteristics of the data. Not covered in 

Wilson and Rosen (2003) research, but left open for future study, was the need to assess 

the impact that confidential / protected attributes might have on the ability to discover 
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knowledge – the area of focus of this dissertation. Islam, Barnaghi, and Brankoviz (2003) 

also studied the effects of data perturbation on predictive accuracy of decision trees, and 

found it to be inconsistent in determining resulting data quality. Fan (2008) studied data 

security policies and regulations and found that they created inconsistencies in databases, 

and proposed the use of data cleansing algorithms to remove conflicting data in an effort 

to manage quality. Similarly, Lu and Miklau (2008) studied the impact that data security 

policies and regulations had on auditing, and also examined technologies to cleanse data 

warehouses from sensitive data, while maintaining records for auditing purposes.  

     Farhangfar, et al. (2008) found that classification accuracy when using data sets that 

were subjected to imputation, was higher than when letting data go missing. Imputation is 

a technique where missing values in a data set are “filled-in” with similar values based on 

estimates between existing attributes (Luengo, García, & Herrera, 2011). The research 

conducted by Farhangfar, et al. (2008) presented a similar analysis to the one conducted 

in this dissertation, but did not measure the impact that masking and encryption had on 

data mining results as a function of classification performance. The effect of imputation 

draws a parallel to data masking, and the effect of missing values to encryption. 

Motiwalla and Li (2013) postulated that encryption of healthcare data had the same effect 

as its removal, since it could not be used for any practical purpose. Motiwalla and Li 

(2013) researched the use of data masking as an alternative for protecting patient data, 

and developed a system to protect privacy without removing sensitive attributes. 

Current State of the Art 

     Benitez and Malin (2009) studied the risks of data re-identification within specific 

demographics and determined that these were not generally recognized by policy makers 
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when deciding to share records containing sensitive data.  To address this problem, 

current state of the art in data mining included innovative techniques such as privacy 

preservation data mining. The concept recognized the threat that data mining could pose 

to privacy, and enables individual database contributors to provide anonymized data to a 

trusted third party service broker so that the privacy of the source can be maintained 

(Fletcher & Islam, 2015; Keshavamurthy, Khan, & Toshniwal, 2013).  

     More dedicated research in the field of knowledge discovery began to focus on the 

specific characteristics of data attributes, and the accuracy of their results. This research 

showed that mining on the attributes that were most significant to the question under 

study yielded more accurate results (Ahmadi & Abadi, 2013; Blake & Mangiameli, 2011; 

Farhangfar, et al., 2008). However, attributes that were most significant could often be 

masked or suppressed. Current developments in the field include specialized algorithms 

that protect sensitive data while enabling it to be used for knowledge discovery (Kalariya, 

Shah, & Vala, 2015). While these studies recognized the effects of data security policies 

and regulations on such aspects as operations and auditing, they did not drill down into 

the impact that the use of data masking and encryption could have on knowledge 

discovery. Given that data masking and encryption are increasingly used to protect 

sensitive data, the extent to which they may impact the quality of data mining results was 

deemed deserving of the investigation undertaken by this study.  

Gap in the Literature 

     While the problem of data quality has been extensively studied and the dimensions of 

data quality have been generally agreed upon by the academic community, only the 

individual effects of these dimensions have been analyzed (Blake & Mangiameli, 2011). 
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Farhangfar et al. (2008) studied the effects of missing values on classification error, but 

the impact of missing values brought about by data masking and encryption on mining 

results was not assessed. 

     As one can infer from the previous sections, while a significant amount of literature 

has focused on general database quality metrics, the research on the specific causal effect 

of the use of data masking and encryption on data quality has received little attention. 

When one dives down to the level of their effect on knowledge discovery, there appears 

to be no significant research on this specialized topic. This gap in the body of knowledge 

might be attributable to a number of factors. First, data quality in the context of databases 

and data warehouses is a mature subject area. Data mining on the other hand is a newer 

technology that is just starting to become widely used in the scientific community and in 

industry. Early adopters of the technology, some of which are significant players, had the 

luxury of using vast amounts of publicly available data that at least until now, has not 

been subject to protection policies and regulations requiring masking and encryption. 

Second, industries who process sensitive data are just now starting to exploit data mining. 

Prokosch and Ganslandt (2009) found that, while the use of electronic medical records 

was widespread in the United States and Europe, mining these is still in its infancy due to 

technological, structural, and procedural aspects. Third, there appears to be a general lack 

of understanding of what constitutes quality as a measure of knowledge discovery. While 

many data quality dimensions have been postulated, putting these in the context where 

they could be consistently measured, still needs to be developed. 
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Analysis of Research Methods 

     Even though data mining is a relatively new subject area, past research provides rich 

examples of validated methodologies employed to study this discipline. Many of the 

methods utilized included techniques such as classification and association rule mining, 

vector machines, decision trees, instance-based learning, Naïve Bayes classifiers, 

clustering, numeric prediction, outlier detection, ranking weight decision tables, and data 

labeling techniques. Wilson and Rosen (2003) used classification algorithms to measure 

accuracy across various sets of perturbed and non-perturbed data. Other methods used by 

researchers focused on the process of data mining and not on the specifics quality aspect 

of knowledge discovery. An example of this is the study of association rule mining 

conducted by Mutter, Hall, and Frank (2004). Their work found that, as a technique used 

to uncover relationships between data sets across large data repositories, association rule 

mining lacked quality parameters. They proposed the use of confidence-based measures 

to instill higher assurance and quality in discovered associations between data sets. 

Another example includes Sheng, Provost, & Ipeirotis (2008) research of repeated 

labeling techniques, which found them to improve data quality. Yet another case where 

data labeling was used as a research method was Iyer (2013) study of online streaming 

data using data quality tags.  

Synthesis 

     The objective of the literature review was to assemble available academic works on 

the subject under study into a comprehensive framework that addressed the body of 

knowledge from multiple angels (Levy & Ellis, 2006). The literature review process 

provided a structured mechanism to select, compare, and contrast related concepts and 
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ideas expressed by previous researchers. The chronological review of the literature on 

data quality and data security practices began to tell a story of how these distinct areas of 

research developed over the years and at times crossed paths.  

     When assessing the research on these topics over the last 20 years in aggregate, it 

becomes apparent that certain areas have been the focus of more attention than others. 

Researchers have shown a particular interest for defining the concept of data quality. The 

notion of multiple dimensions has been postulated by many, and this conceptualization 

has led to the definition of both objective and subjective parameters. However, data 

quality has been defined in the context of the unit of record itself, and not from the larger 

standpoint of knowledge acquisition. The relative novelty of data mining as an applied 

scientific and business tool can also be said to be a reason why focus research in this area 

is lacking maturity.  

     At the other end of the spectrum, data security has received less attention as a subject 

of academic research. The story that one can put together from the literature associated to 

data security is not as clear. Its goals are not singular, and different works appear to focus 

on divergent areas. A clear story, as is the case with the research on data quality, cannot 

be drawn from the available body of knowledge. Possible reasons for this phenomena 

could be the perception that the subject is more a matter of business rather than academic 

inquiry. 

     Notwithstanding these observations, there are select areas where the two subject have 

crossed paths and the two problems have received at least a passing mention. One of 

these areas is privacy, and how increased concerns over data confidentiality led to 

increasing use of data protection technologies resulting from stricter data security policies 
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and regulations in the business environment. Taken as a whole, a synthesis of the 

literature led one to conclude that while data quality has been extensively studied, and the 

impact of security policies and regulations is recognized, the connection between specific 

data protection techniques such as data masking and encryption, particularly in the area 

of knowledge discovery, is a field ripe for new research. 

Summary 

     An initial assessment of academic research on the closely defined topic of data quality 

and knowledge discovery uncovered over 50 peer-reviewed works. Only works dealing 

with data quality and works addressing security policies and regulations in the context of 

knowledge discovery and data mining were selected. Works that did not fit within the 

scope of the research question were excluded from the review.  

     The literature review analyzed and compared previous research, and divided them into 

works addressing data quality and those addressing security policies, regulations, and 

data protection. Within this framework, the works were examined for their strong and 

weak aspects, and the gaps in the literature became apparent. The effects of data 

protection on the quality of knowledge discovery has not been an area of research that 

has received a great deal of attention. While many of the other works quoted in this 

literature review studied related topics to the main focus of this dissertation, they took 

different angles and none researched the specific impact of now popular data security 

techniques such as masking and encryption.   

     Bringing this gap in the body of knowledge to the surface, the literature review also 

provided an overview of valuable and reliable research methods previously utilized and 
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validated to study data quality. Examination of these proven methods provided insightful 

ideas on how to execute the dissertation work. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

 

Overview 

     This research study examined the causal effect of data masking and encryption on the 

performance of classification algorithms. The research was conducted as an experimental 

test, using benchmark medical data. A benchmark is “a well-defined testing methodology 

based on real-world use of a computer system” (Scalzo, Burleson, Fernandez, Ault, & 

Kline, 2007, p.19).  Benchmarking provides a practical resource, allowing the researcher 

to use representative data, otherwise not accessible in the natural environment. The 

experiment measured the performance impact that data masking and encryption of 

demographic attributes had on the classification algorithms’ ability to predict patient 

survival. Multiple parameters were used to measure algorithm performance. 

     The predictor variables included common attributes that could be used to re-identify 

the individual patients represented in the sample population. Patient health records can be 

used for research purposes only after de-identification and removal of personally 

identifiable information (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, 2015). While data de-identification 

involves the purging of distinct attributes that can be directly attributable to the individual 

such as name, personal identification number, and address, other non-distinct attributes 

can also be used to single out and re-identify records from a select population. Sweeney 

(2002) estimated that 87% of the population of the United States could be re-identified 

using attributes not normally classified as sensitive. Narayanan and Shmatikov (2007) 
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demonstrate how identities could be determined using non-sensitive, non-distinct 

attributes. In this research, the non-distinct attributes used as predictor variables included 

marital status, race/ethnicity, Hispanic origin, and year of birth. The dependent/outcome 

variable was patient survival beyond five years from diagnosis of the chronic disease. 

     The parameters used to measure the classification algorithm’s performance included 

accuracy, precision, and recall. The harmonic mean between precision and recall, also 

known as the f-measure, was also used. This metric combined precision and recall into a 

single representative ratio for ease of analysis (Bhuvaneswari, Prabaharan, & 

Subramaniyaswamy, 2015). Additional derivative metrics including the weighted 

accuracy, receiver operating characteristic (ROC), and area under curve (AUC) were 

used to calculate, visualize, and compare algorithms’ performance, as presented by 

related works found in the literature (Bradley, 1997; Fawcett, 2006). Derivative metrics 

were calculated from the initial true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates measured 

by each classification algorithm. In the study, the parameters were used to graphically 

illustrate relative performance competencies of the algorithms. A detailed description of 

each of these metrics is included in the Data Analysis section in this chapter. 

Data 

     The data benchmark used was the National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Cancer 

Institute (NCI) Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program database. 

The complete database contains over 9 million cancer patient records collected across 

nine geographical areas in the United States, and extends over a 30-year period (SEER, 

2015). The areas represented include a cross-section of the U.S. population’s race and 

ethnic backgrounds. As a national resource, the SEER is the most comprehensive, up to 
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date, and accurate repository of cancer incidence and survival statistics available to 

researchers (Cox, 1984; Duggan, Anderson, Altekruse, Penberthy, & Sherman, 2016; 

Hankey, Ries, & Edwards, 1999). No direct human subjects were contacted in the study. 

However, real patient records contained in the benchmark data set were used. The records 

documented clinical factors related to patient demographic, treatment, and survival 

statistics. 

     Nine text files, formatted in the American Standard Code for Information Interchange 

(ASCII), were contained in the database. Each data set corresponded to a different type of 

cancer. The SEER breast cancer data set provided the right parameters for masking and 

encrypting select non-distinctive attributes. Although the SEER breast cancer data set 

was already de-identified, the personal attributes it contained held the potential for it to 

be used to re-identify subject patients and compromise their privacy. Because of this 

characteristic, the data set proved to be particularly useful for the research study. 

     A total of 769,261 instances were present in the raw breast cancer data set. The 

number of instances was subsequently reduced to a balanced sample of 100,000 to ensure 

the internal validity and confidence in the experimental setting. A total of 121 attributes 

were initially contained in the SEER breast cancer raw data set. These included 

categorical, numeric, and string attributes including patient personal details such as 

marital status at diagnosis, race/ethnicity, Hispanic origin, and year of birth. These 

attributes were used as the predictor variables. The data set was used to train multiple 

supervised classification algorithms to predict patient survival. Classification, along with 

regression, clustering, and association rule mining, are methods used in predictive 

analytics (Fletcher & Islam, 2015). By measuring the performance of the classification 
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algorithms’ ability to accurately predict the outcome of the dependent variable when the 

predictor variables were subject to treatment, enable the determination of the effect of 

masking and encryption on the quality of knowledge discovery.   

Knowledge Discovery Process 

     The research followed the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) conceptual 

model for applying data mining to practical scenarios. The process delineates sequential 

steps that enable the extraction of hidden knowledge from vast amounts of data (Fayyad 

et al., 1996). The KDD is one of three data mining models used by practitioners and 

researchers, along with Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM), 

and the Sample-Explore-Modify-Model-Assess (SEMMA) process. Azevedo and Santos 

(2008) studied these standards in data mining and found that CRISP-DM and SEMMA 

could be considered implementations of the KDD process. However, Azevedo & Santos 

(2008) concluded that CRISP-DM and SEMMA may not fully embody all the steps 

delineated in the KDD. According to Shafique and Qaiser (2014), the KDD offered a 

more complete and accurate model for carrying data mining exercises given its iterative 

and interactive nature. For this reason, KDD was used to answer the stated research 

questions and to test the postulated hypothesis. Fayyad, et al. (1996) defined five stages 

in the KDD model: 

1. Data selection 

2. Data preprocessing 

3. Data transformation 

4. Data mining 

5. Data interpretation and evaluation 
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The implementation of this general model in the execution of this study is outlined in 

Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. KDD Model Followed in Research Study 
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Data Selection 

     Following the KDD process, the first step undertaken in the study involved the 

selection of data for analysis and observation. Typically, it is important to assess the 

validity and reliability of instruments used to collect data for experimental purposes. 

However, since an existing benchmark was used for the study and no data collection was 

conducted, this assessment was not necessary. Having selected the SEER breast cancer 

benchmark data set, an end user agreement was filed with the NIH/NCI to gain access to 

the resource.  

Data Preprocessing      

     The second step in the study involved preprocessing of the raw SEER breast cancer 

data to enable proper reading by a data mining tool. The process of preparing data for 

mining is critically important and can be very time consuming (Cios & Moore, 2002). In 

this study, the preprocessing phase examined the data for consistency and completeness 

using a method similar to one employed by Prandini, Campi, Marzolla, and Melis (2014). 

This method ensured that only instances with common characteristics were used, and that 

numeric and string attributes were discretized prior to mining. Of the total 121 attributes 

listed in the original SEER breast cancer data set, 79 were removed as they were only 

recorded during specific years and were not common across the entire population. In 

addition, 22 indexing attributes such as month and year of diagnosis were removed. Other 

attributes determined by the SEER Research Data Record Description not to have 

complete coverage of the cases diagnosed across the sample period were also removed. 

An excerpt from the SEER Research Data Record Description is included in Appendix A. 

Using this process, the number of attributes in the data set was reduced to 18 plus the 
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classification attribute (survival). An additional preprocessing step included the removal 

of instances that contained incomplete data. An example of this was the use of 

codification “999" for the classification attribute to indicate unknown survival.  

     Ideally, training and testing of classification algorithms and models should be 

performed using data set samples selected from an infinite population. For this research, a 

sizeable benchmark containing over 700,000 instance was used. From this benchmark, 

the research study used a sample size of 100,000 instances. The reduction was done for 

two reasons. The first was to balance the sample of the outcome classification label (i.e., 

survival) to remove biases. The second, was to avoid overfitting that could have resulted 

from a sample skewed in favor of one of the outcome alternatives. 

     Once the sample was balanced, it was important to observe the classification or 

predicted value to validate the population split. This was done by using the simple 

classifier ZeroR to establish the baseline for comparison. ZeroR focuses on classification, 

and does not examine other attributes. The outcome classification variable (survival), 

which recorded the number of months that patients lived beyond diagnosis, was then set 

to a binary nominal value. Consistent with previous research on cancer patient survival 

using period analysis, patients who survived the disease were selected as those that were 

still alive after 60 months from initial diagnosis (Brenner, Gefeller, & Hakulinen, 2002; 

Cox & Oakes, 1984; Delen, Walker, & Kadam, 2005; Rosenberg, Chia, & Plevritis, 

2005). Values below 60 month were set to a categorical NO, and values over 60 months 

were set to a categorical YES. Records were then sorted using the binary value of the 

classification variable, and a balanced sample of 100,000 records selected using the first 

50,000 instances with value YES and last 50,000 with value NO.  
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     To also ensure that the data mining tool would be able to read the data set correctly 

and not confuse indexing values with input variables, additional modifications were made 

before running the algorithms. The selection of the sample data set from the original 

benchmark is illustrated in Figure 3 and described in detail in Appendix C. 
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Figure 3. Raw Benchmark Data Set from which Balanced Sample was Derived 
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Data Transformation 

     Step three of the KDD process used in this study transformed the balanced data to 

prepare it for the mining and classification performance analysis. During data 

transformation, missing values were replaced with the mode or most frequently appearing 

value for the respective predictor variable attributes in the data set. The values were 

obtained from the SEER Data Record Description Summary. The number of attributes 

was also further reduced to the top 12 most influential ones on classification outcome. 

Measuring the information gain of each attribute relative to classification, the attributes 

were listed in order of merit as shown in Figure 4. Details of the process undertaken to 

determine information gain using the data mining tool are included in Appendix B. The 

fact that all four of the critical attributes under study (i.e., marital status at diagnosis, 

race/ethnicity, Hispanic origin, and year of birth) were found by the filter to be influential 

in predicting the outcome variable confirmed their importance and relevancy. 
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Figure 4. Ranking of Most Influential Attributes on the Outcome Variable (Survival) 
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     The resulting data set of 100,000 instance and 13 attributes (i.e., 12 plus classification 

variable) produced the control group used in the experiment. Using additional filters in 

the mining tool, the experimental data sets were then derived. 

     The control group was representative of the data set not subjected to treatment of 

select attributes. In this group, predictor variables were not subject to replacement or 

suppression.  

     The experimental groups were representative of the data sets subjected to treatment. 

Two of these groups were created, a group subjected to the effects of data masking, and a 

group subjected to the effects of data encryption. Both experimental groups were based 

on the same control group data, and contained the same original number of instances. 

Data masking engines can be static or dynamic, and typically substitute select sensitive 

attributes with either constant or randomly changing values (IBM Knowledge Center, 

2016). The research study used static data masking, replacing selected attributes with 

constant values based on commonality of attributes in the data set. The group subjected to 

encryption had the select attributes removed. Removal of the attributes emulated the use 

of an encryption engine (Motiwalla & Li, 2013). The emulation process was based on one 

postulated by Bhuvaneswari, Prabaharen, and Subramaniyaswamy (2015). The derivative 

transformation of the control group data set into the respective experimental masking and 

encryption data sets is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Data Transformation Process Model Used in Research Study 
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      According to Xue, Zhang, and Browne (2012), filters perform feature selection to 

find the attributes that are most useful to the classification process. Data transformation 

used the mining tool’s filtering and wrapping capabilities to remove and consolidate the 

data into a form that was easier for the classifiers to process. Filtering techniques include 

the purging of irrelevant attributes and aggregation of other attributes using discretization 

(Prandini, Campi, Marzolla, & Melis, 2014). Removal of attributes is justified when they 

show no significant difference in values (e.g., attributes that have same value over 95% 

of the all instances). When such conditions are seen, attributes can be removed to provide 

a more compact and manageable data set to work, without impacting the outcome 

variable. An example of this condition in the research study was the patients’ sex, given 

that over 90% of all breast cancer patients were female. Wrappers search for the best 

subset of attributes using the classification algorithm(s) being employed to deliver a 

feature selection specific to the algorithm(s). Wrappers are general considered to deliver 

better results than filters, but they are more computationally intensive (Dash & Liu, 

1997). For this reason, the filters offered by the data mining tool were used.  

     Finally, another important data transformation step that needs to be taken when using 

certain classification algorithms is to discretize the data. Discretization takes all possible 

values of a numeric or string attribute and categorizes then into sub-set states to reduce 

the total number of values that the attribute can have. Attributes such as age at diagnosis 

were also discretized. In the research study, discretization was used when employing the 

Naïve Bayes algorithm. A summary of the steps taken to select, preprocess, and 

transform the initial raw data to create the control and experimental data sets for mining 

is shown below in Figure 6. The complete experimental setup, including how the data 
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mining tool was configured, and how the various filters were enabled to create the control 

and experimental data sets is described in detail in Appendix C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic Representation of Data Preprocessing and Transformation Process 
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Data Mining 

     Step four in the KDD process used the data mining tool to run the classifiers on the 

control and experimental groups. Supervised algorithms were used in the research study. 

Supervised algorithms are those that calculate an outcome employing a learning or 

training process (Shmueli, Patel, & Bruce, 2010).  The baseline and the four supervised 

classification algorithms used in the study included: 

 ZeroR 

 J48 

 Naïve Bayes 

 Adaptive Boosting 

 Random Forest 

ZeroR is a simple classifier used to predict the majority category in a data set. In this 

study, ZeroR was used to establish the balanced samples. The J48 classification algorithm 

is an implementation of the C4.5 decision tree-based classifiers used in early data mining 

tools (Quinlan, 1996). Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classifier, and Adaptive Boosting 

(AdaBoost) and Random Forest are ensemble meta-learners that uses multiple training 

inputs to arrive at an aggregate prediction metric. A description of each of the algorithms 

is included in the Algorithm section in this chapter.  

     With the data transformation phase completed, the data mining tool was then used to 

train and cross-validate the algorithms, and to predict patient survival. The configuration 

of the parameters set for each of the classifiers is shown in Appendix D. The execution of 

the classifiers across the control and experimental groups produced respective 

performance parameters used to assess and compare the effect of data masking and 
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encryption. Values obtained and the corresponding confusion matrixes and ROC/AUC 

graphs were captured in Chapter 4, and are also presented in Appendix D, F and G. 

     The concept of information gain, or the amount of useful information contained in the 

data set was used to select the best attributes. The code that defines the steps in the 

processes was described by Patil and Sherekar (2013) and is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Code Defining Steps Taken to Determine Information Gain 

  

 
Information Gain – Steps and Pseudo Code: 
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4. Create decision mode that splits on abest. 

5. Repeat process on sub-list obtained when splitting abest. 

6. Add intermediate nodes and leafs under each instance. 

7. Stop when conditions are met and all nodes are classified. 
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Using this process, attributes that had the most significant impact on the outcome variable 

(i.e., survival) were identified. The subset of the 12 most influential attributes was then 

used in the experiment. The complete attribute evaluation and ranking process undertaken 

is described in Appendix B.  By learning how these conditions produce different results, 

the algorithm was then able to predict resulting values and classification performance. 

Comparing the performance metrics obtained for each of the algorithms before and after 

applying treatment, enabled the determination of trade-off between security of the 

medical records (confidentiality) and the accuracy of the predicted value (utility).  

Interpretation and Evaluation 

     The fifth and final step in the KDD process included the interpretation and evaluation 

of results of the data mining exercise. The performance values obtained from each of the 

algorithms was compared and contrasted between the control group and experimental 

groups. Performing associated algorithmic runs for the control and experimental groups, 

observations on the impact of attribute treatment were recorded. A profile of the impact 

brought about by masking and encryption was drawn, and an analysis for statistical 

significance conducted. 

Sample 

     The data sample used included a cross section of breast cancer patients in the United 

States collected between 1973 and 2013, making it a representative sub-set of the general 

population. Sekaran and Bougie (2013) recommended that experimental studies use a 

minimum sample of the affected population to ensure that cause and effect relationships 

being studied are widely represented at least 95% of the time. Given that a recognized 

sample was already contained in the benchmark, a non-probability convenience sampling 
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approach was used in the research. While convenience sampling does not allow for the 

inference of result, it is the best method available for gaining an understanding of the 

dynamics that surround a research question (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013). Convenience 

sampling uses an accessible subset of the population that is easily reached. Such was the 

case with the SEER database used. However, since the study employed records already 

contained in the SEER database, the subjects could not be considered random 

participants. To balance the sample, the ZeroR classifier was used to determine the split 

in predicted outcome. Best practices in machine learning call for establishing a baseline 

before training classifiers and creating the data mining model (Witten, Frank, & Hall, 

2011). 

Variables 

     The research study observed the relationship between four nominal independent 

(predictor) variables and a single nominal binary dependent (outcome) variable. The 

observations compared performance values obtained between the control group and two 

experimental groups. The four predictor variables included: 

 Marital status at diagnosis 

 Race/ethnicity 

 Hispanic origin 

 Year of birth 

These predictor variables were a subset of a larger feature set found in the SEER database 

which includes additional demographic characteristics. Hispanic origin was derived from 

the North American Association of Central Cancer Registries (NAACCR) Hispanic 

Identification Algorithm (NHIA). The dependent/outcome variable was a binary measure 
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of survival. A schematic representation of the theoretical framework of the research 

depicting the relationship between the substituted or suppressed attributes and the 

resulting impact on classification performance as a measure of quality of knowledge 

discovery is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Theoretical Framework of Research Scenario 
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Research Method 

     The selection of the appropriate research method took into account how the data was 

collected and analyzed. Given that a pre-recorded benchmark was used, and that data was 

not collected from the natural environment, the research was carried out as a laboratory 

experiment. Laboratory experiments enable researchers to investigate cause and effect 

relationships between independent and dependent variables in a controlled environment 

that removes external factors that can skew observations (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013). 

Since the study used pre-recorded medical records and random selection was not possible 

under the regime, the quasi-experimental method was employed. Quasi-experiments are 

used to test descriptive causal hypotheses postulated based on potential causes that can be 

manipulated. Quasi experiments are unique in the fact that they do not assign units to 

conditions in a random manner like regular experiments. Research conducted using 

quasi-experiments typically measures the effect of manipulated causes (Shadish, Cook, & 

Campbell, 2002).  

     In the research study, the quasi-experiment subjected the select attributes of the data 

set to treatment by substituting or suppressing their values. Measuring the cause and 

effect by comparing results obtained from the control group, where the predictor 

variables was left untouched, against the results obtained from the experimental groups, 

where treatment was applied to the selected predictor variables, results were then 

recorded.  

     While the SEER data set contained already de-identified data to protect the patients’ 

identities, it still maintained demographic attributes that could be used to re-identify 

subjects. Because of the commonality of these attributes among the sample population, 
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they represented useful data points for the classification process, and an ideal schema for 

the research study. Substitution or suppression or these values had a measurable impact 

on data mining results.  

Internal and External Validity 

     Validity provides a measure that assesses that an experiment not only measures the 

concept under study reliably, but also that it indeed measures the right concept (Salkind, 

2012). Internal validity denotes whether the treatment of the predictor variable(s) has an 

impact on the outcome or dependent variable, and whether the results can substantiate the 

observation through statistical evidence. External validity, on the other hand, refers to the 

extent to which the causal results obtained from the experiment can also be proven to be 

true in other independent settings. Laboratory experiments generally yield high internal 

validity given that they are carried out in a controlled environment. However, this 

specific characteristic can also make them have less external validity. For this reason, it is 

important to enable other researchers to have the information needed to be able to repeat 

experiments using other data sets to corroborate cause and effect relationships. Given that 

this research was carried out as a laboratory experiment, results were expected to yield 

high internal validity. To also ensure a high level of external validity, the research 

method and associated processes and procedures undertaken were carefully documented 

so they could be easily recreated for validation. 

      The classification algorithms used in the research study constructed the confusion 

matrixes from which calculated performance values were derived. Confusion matrixes 

graphically present the foundational elements defining the performance of classification 
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models (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006). A schematic representation of a representative 

confusion matrix is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Confusion Matrix and Precision Calculation 
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     The diagonal sums of the values in a confusion matrix yields the number of correct 

and incorrect attribute instances (Salama, Abdelhalim, & Zedi, 2012; Patil & Sherekar, 

2013). This sum of the true positives TP and true negatives TN divided by the sum of the 

false negatives FN and false positives FP is used to derive the precision or degree of 

separation or closeness between the various measures:  

P = [ ∑   ] / [ ∑ relevant column ] 

As defined in Equation 1, confusion matrixes are useful in assessing the precision of the 

classification process. Using the confusion matrix, the accuracy of the classifier can also 

be determined by calculating the ratio of correctly classified attributes in a data set (Patil 

& Sherekar, 2013).  

     Precision denotes the proportion of predicted positives cases that are correct (Powers, 

2011). The metric is often called confidence in data mining. Precision defines the fraction 

of retrieved instances during a data set search that are relevant, and the closeness between 

the different classification accuracy measurements recorded to determine how useful they 

actually are (Patil & Sherekar, 2013). Recall is often referred to as sensitivity in social 

sciences, and is equivalent to the true positive rate (Hu, Li, Plank, Wang, & Daggard 

2006; Kumari & Godara, 2011; Powers, 2011; Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006). In the 

study, precision and recall were calculated using Equations 2 and 3. 

Precision = TP / (TP + FP)                     

Recall = TP / (FN + TP)  

     To measure the trade-off between precision and recall, the f-measure or harmonic 

mean was calculated as shown in Equation 4.  

2 

3 

1
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F1 = 2 x TP / 2 x TP + FP + FN 

The f-measure is used in machine learning to evaluate the performance of an algorithm 

when multiple metrics are employed (Powers, 2011). When an algorithmic model is built, 

it often maximizes one metric over another, and the f-measure attempts to harmonize the 

two values to deliver a single metric from which the algorithmic model’s performance 

can be assessed. Higher f-measure values are indicative of models with high precision 

and recall. 

     Another metric used in the research study to normalize the values obtained for the 

algorithmic models was weighted accuracy. Weighted accuracy determines the relative 

weights of the TP, TN, FP, and FN using Equation 5. 

Weighted Accuracy = [w1TP + w4TN] / [w1TP + w2FP + w3FN + w4TN] 

Weighted accuracy takes into account the relative weights (wi) of each of the confusion 

matrix’s components, and delivers a balance value that better represents the conditions 

observed in the data (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006).  

     To evaluate the relative performance of the data mining classification algorithms used 

in the study, ROC graphs were built. ROC graphs are a useful tool for visually comparing 

the performance of different classifiers (Fawcett, 2004). Since accuracy, precision, and 

recall are not generally cost-sensitive analytical metrics, the use of ROC graphs in the 

medical sciences has become increasingly popular as a way to substantiate measurements 

and provide a cost analytical base (Powers, 2011). ROC graph offer visual interpretation 

of classifier performance, and are particularly useful in diagnostic decision-making 

(Provost et al., 1998). By plotting classifiers’ potential cost or FP rate, measured as the 

4 

5 
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AUC, against potential benefit or TP rate, interpretation of their suitability for a particular 

task can be made more convincingly. A typical ROC graph is shown in Figure 10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Representative ROC Graph Depicting Potential Costs as AUC 
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The closer the classifier falls to the lower left of the graph, the origin of the axes, the least 

FP and least TP predictions they make, and the more risk-averse the classification 

algorithm. Classifiers that fall on the upper right of the plot take more risks in making 

predictions. The more cost-effective classifiers will be found in the upper left of the plot 

(Fawcett, 2004). To compare different classifiers, the AUC is calculated to provide an 

easy scalar value representing associated performance (Fawcett, 2004; Fogarty, Baker, & 

Hudson, 2005; Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). The larger the area under a 

classifier’s curve, the better the classifier is against the other (Tan, Steinback, & Kumar, 

2006). In the research study, ROC graphs were built for each of the classifiers employed 

in the study and overlaid to visualize their relative suitability in predicting the outcome 

variable. An illustration showing the overlay of ROC graphs for each of the classifiers is 

shown in Chapter 4. Individual ROC graphs produced by the data mining tool for each 

classifier are shown in Appendix E. 

 Algorithms 

     The research used a simple baseline classifier, ZeroR, and four supervised machine 

learning algorithms to measure classification performance. J48, Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost 

Ensemble, and Random Forest have shown to deliver an efficient analytical mechanism 

to measure classification performance (Al-Bahrani, Agrawal, & Chaudhary; Patil & 

Sherekar, 2013). The trained classifiers provided an objective metric that could be 

repeatedly tested with changing conditions, providing an effective way to measure quality 

of data mining results.  

     ZeroR is used to predict the majority classification attribute when dealing with 

nominal values, or the average if dealing with numeric values (Witten, Frank, & Hall, 
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2010). ZeroR can also be used to establish a baseline (Mazalu, Cechich, & Mart, 2013). 

In the research study, the use of ZeroR made a worthwhile addition since it created a 

reference point from which to compare all other classification algorithms employed. 

Sample performance results and associated plotted values obtained when using ZeroR on 

the control data set are shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Example of Classification Split and Plotted Values Delivered by ZeroR 

  

  

 

 
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
1.000     1.000       0.500       1.000    0.667          0.000   0.500         0.500          YES 
0.000     0.000       0.000       0.000    0.000          0.000   0.500         0.500          NO 
 
Weighted Avg.     
0.500     0.500       0.250      0.500    0.333           0.000   0.500         0.500      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 50000     0 |     a = YES 
 50000     0 |     b = NO 

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600

ZeroR
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     The J48 algorithm classified attributes based on their frequency within the binary 

decision tree construct. The degree of uncertainty of attribute occurrence refers to the 

overall entropy where each node represented an attribute test. Entropy is therefore the 

sum of the probabilities of each attribute times the logarithmic probability: 

= −  2  

The  value in Equation 6 represents the frequency of attribute (Bramer, 2007). As a 

decision tree is built, entropy is determined for each tuple in the data set. The accuracy of 

the classification process is then measured from the number of correctly classified tuple 

instances (Fletcher & Islam, 2010). The code that defines the steps in the algorithmic 

processes undertaken by decision trees was defined by Tan, Steinbach, and Kumar (2006) 

as shown in Figure 12. 

  

6 
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Figure 12. Framework of Decision Tree Induction Algorithms 

 

 

      

J48 Decision Tree Classifier – Steps and Pseudo Code: 

TreeGrowth (E, F) 

1. If stopping condition (E, F) = true then 

2. Leaf = Create Node (). 

3. Leaf.label = Classify (E). 

4. Return leaf. 

5. Else 

6. Root = Create Node (). 

7. root.test condition = find_best_split (E, F). 

8. Let V = {v/v is a possible outcome of root.tst condition}. 

9. For each v ϵ V do 

10. Ev = {e | root.test condition (e) = v and e ϵ E}. 

11. Child = Tree Growth (Ev, F). 

12. Add child as descendent of root and label the edge (root  child) as v. 

13. End for 

14. End if 

15. Return root. 
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Sample performance results and associated plotted values obtained when using J48 on the 

control data set are shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Performance Results and Plotted Values Delivered by J48 

 

  

 

 
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.753      0.184      0.803        0.753   0.778          0.570   0.858         0.846          YES 
0.816      0.247      0.768        0.816   0.791          0.570   0.858         0.808           NO 
 
Weighted Avg.     
0.784     0.216       0.786        0.784   0.784          0.570   0.858         0.827      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 37663 12337 |     a = YES 
  9215 40785 |     b = NO 
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    Naïve Bayes is grounded on a total probability function based on Baye’s theorem that 

accounts for frequency and value combinations in the data sets. The algorithm makes the 

independent (naïve) assumption that all attributes contribute equally to a decision (Al-

Aidaroos, Bakar, & Othman, 2012). The probability is calculated using the formula:  

(ℎ1| ) =
P( |ℎ1)P(ℎ1)

P( )
 

Posterior probability (ℎ1| ) in Equation 7 is based on prior probability P(h1), where 

h1 is the hypothesis being postulated, and xi is the instance where it is postulated.  

     Naïve Bayes’ main strengths lie in its ability to perform in noisy environments where 

there are often missing values. The algorithm has been shown to perform well in medical 

applications when compared to other algorithms in experimental scenarios (Abraham, 

Simha, & Iyengar, 2006; Al-Aidaroos, Bakar, & Othman, 2012; Demšar, et al., 2001; 

Kononenko, Bratko, & Kukar, 1997). Naïve Bayes also takes into account data from all 

attributes in a data set to predict an outcome variable (Zelič, Kononenko, Lavrač, & 

Vuga, 1997). As a categorical predictor, in order to enable continuous numeric values and 

strings to properly work, these are first discretized into categories. Certain data mining 

tools automatically calculate the mean when numeric values are present and use those 

values for their prediction.    

The code that defines the steps taken by the Naïve Bayes algorithm used in the research 

was defined by Lowd and Domingos (2005) as shown below in Figure 14. 

  

7 
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Figure 14. Code Defining Steps Taken by Naïve Bayes 

  

Naïve Bayes Classifier – Steps and Pseudo Code: 

Input: Training set T, hold-out set H, initial number of components k0, and 

convergence thresholds δEM and δAdd. 

1. Initialize M with one component. k ← k0 

2. Repeat 

3. Add k new components to M, initialized using k random examples from T. 

4. Remove the k initialization examples from T. 

5. Repeat 

6. E-step: Fractionally assign examples in T to mixture components, using M. 

7. M-step: Compute maximum likelihood parameters for M, using the filled-in 

data. 

8. If log P(H|M) is best so far, save M in Mbest. 

9. Every 5 cycles, prune low-weight components of M. 

10. Until log P(H|M) fails to improve by ratio δEM. M ← Mbest 

11. Prune low weight components of M. k ← 2k 

12. Until log P(H|M) fails to improve by ratio δAdd. 

13. Execute E-step and M-step twice more on Mbest, using both H and T. 

14. Return Mbest. 
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Sample performance results and associated plotted values obtained when using Naïve 

Bayes on the control data set are shown in Figure 15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Performance Results and Plotted Values Delivered by Naïve Bayes 

 

  

 

 
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.617      0.267      0.698       0.617    0.655          0.352  0.738          0.751          YES 
0.733      0.383      0.657       0.733    0.693          0.352  0.738          0.717          NO 
 
Weighted Avg.     
0.675     0.325      0.677        0.675   0.674           0.352  0.738          0.734      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30862 19138 |     a = YES 
 13367 36633 |     b = NO 
 

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800

Naïve Bayes
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     The AdaBoost Ensemble meta-learner combines weighted results obtained using 

different training data and algorithm models. Boosting refers to the process of assessing 

the impact that different data set instances have on the classifiers’ training (Quinlan, 

2006). As an ensemble method, the classifier predicts the outcome variable based on the 

individual predictions made by its component classifiers (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 

2006). Given a data set, AdaBoost Ensemble automatically adjusts the distribution of the 

training samples to force the algorithms to focus on those more difficult to classify. 

Depending on the degree of difficulty, a weight is assigned to each training iteration 

(Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006). The aggregation of independently weighted results, 

enables random errors to cancel, yielding a classification that more closely represents the 

correct alternative. The process developed to arrive at the result, essentially creates a new 

algorithm from the work of multiple ones, building a collection of independent decisions 

that yields results that are easier to generalize (Freund & Schapire, 1996). Quinlan (2006) 

found boosting classifiers to yield more accurate results. Caruana, Niculescu-Mizil, 

Crew, and Ksikes (2004) found ensemble classification models to perform better than 

other independent classifiers.  The code that defines the steps taken by the AdaBoost 

Ensemble used in the research is shown below in Figure 16 (Freund & Schapire, 1996; 

Zaki & Meira, 2014). 
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Figure 16. Code Defining Steps Taken by AdaBoost Ensemble 

  

  

AdaBoost Ensemble Classifier – Steps and Pseudo Code: 

1. Train AdaBoost(D, Base Learn). 

2. For each example di and D let its weight wi = 1/ |D|. 

3. Let H be an entry set of hypotheses. 

4. For t from 1 to T do: 

5. Learn a hypothesis ht, from the weighted examples: ht = Base Learn (D). 

6. Add ht to H. 

7. Calculate the error, ϵt, of the hypothesis ht as the total sum weight of the 

examples that it classifies incorrectly. 

8. If ϵt> 0.5 then exit loop, else continue. 

9. Let βt = ϵt / (1- ϵt).  

10. Multiply the weights of the examples that ht classifies correctly by βi. 

11. Rescale weights of all of the examples so that the total sum weight remains 1.  

12. Return H. 

13. Test AdaBoost(ex, H). 

14. Let each hypothesis, ht, in H vote for ex’s classification with weight log(1 / βt). 

15. Return the classification with the highest weighted vote total. 
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Sample performance results and associated plotted values obtained when using AdaBoost 

Ensemble on the control data set are shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Performance Results and Plotted Values Delivered by AdaBoost 

 

  

 

 
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.617      0.267      0.698       0.617    0.655          0.352  0.738          0.751          YES 
0.733      0.383      0.657       0.733    0.693          0.352  0.738          0.717          NO 
 
Weighted Avg.     
0.675     0.325      0.677        0.675   0.674           0.352  0.738          0.734      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30862 19138 |     a = YES 
 13367 36633 |     b = NO 
 

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1.000

AdaBoost
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     Random Forest is another ensemble method that uses multiple training inputs and 

employs independent decision trees to arrive at an aggregate performance metric. The 

code that defines the steps in the algorithmic processes undertaken by this Random Forest 

ensemble classifiers was defined by Tan, Steinbach, and Kumar (2006) as shown in 

Figure 18.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Framework of Ensemble Algorithms 

 

  

Random Forest Ensemble Classifier – Steps and Pseudo Code: 

1. Let D denote original training data, k denote number of baseline classifiers, 

and T be the test data. 

2. For i = 1 to k do 

3. Create training set, Di from D. 

4. Build a base classifier Ci from Di. 

5. End for 

6. For each test record x ϵ T do 

7. C*(x) = Vote (C1(x), C2(x),…, Ck(x)) 

8. End for 
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Sample performance results and associated plotted values obtained when using AdaBoost 

Ensemble on the control data set are shown in Figure 19. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Performance Results and Plotted Values Delivered by Random Forest 

Ensemble 

 

  

 

 
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.756     0.206      0.786        0.756    0.771         0.550   0.860          0.875          YES 
 0.794    0.244      0.765        0.794    0.779         0.550   0.860          0.839          NO 
 
Weighted Avg.    
0.775     0.225      0.775        0.775    0.775         0.550   0.860          0.857      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 37786 12214 |     a = YES 
 10285 39715 |     b = NO 
 

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
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Experimental Design 

     In this research study, the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) 

was used to select the data sets, configure and run the classifiers for data mining, measure 

their performance, and examine results in text and graphical presentations. Performance 

measurements associated with the classification process undertaken by the algorithms 

were collected and analyzed to determine the impact on the resulting knowledge 

discovery.  

     Attributes in the data set studied were converted to nominal or categorical values 

through a process of discretization. Attributes or variables in a data set can be represented 

in three forms. These can be in a nominal, numeric, or string format. Nominal or 

categorical variables correspond to specific predefined set values or codes. Numeric or 

continuous variables consist of real numbers that represent specific measurements. String 

can display a mix of codes and numbers. Converting the data set attributes to nominal or 

categorical values ensured that the algorithms used in the experiment would be able to 

classify the data across an established set of parameters. It was also important to declare 

the dependent/outcome variable a nominal binary value for the purpose of classification.  

     With a stable data set as the foundational control group, the tool’s data filtering 

capabilities enabled the substitution and suppression of specific attributes from the data 

mining process. The feature, allowed select attributes considered to pose a risk to the re-

identification of test subjects, to be set to constant values or removed altogether from the 

mining process. This emulated the effect of data masking and encryption of the select 

attribute values and created the experimental groups representing each data sets. WEKA 

enables the use of two kinds of filters; supervised and unsupervised. Supervised filters 
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screen attributes based on their specific impact on the outcome or classification variable. 

Unsupervised filters do not consider the influence that the individual attributes may have 

on results. Screening is performed based on the specific attributes’ own characteristics to 

optimize classification categories. Since filtering was performed prior to algorithm 

training and mining, unsupervised filters were used. The use of filters enabled the 

treatment (i.e., modification, substitution, and/or suppression), of the select input 

variables during the data transformation phase. 

     Select sensitive attributes (marital status, race/ethnicity, Hispanic origin, and year of 

birth) were maintained intact in the control group. Correspondingly, the same attributes 

were masked or encrypted, creating the two experimental groups. The select attributes in 

the masked group were substituted with constant values already existing in the attribute 

value set. The same select attributes in the encrypted group were removed from the data 

set. The resulting control and experimental data sets included: 

 breast_cancer_100k_control.csv 

 breast_cancer_100k_exp_mask.csv 

 breast_cancer_100k_exp_encrypt.csv 

Using the four classification algorithms, their measured performance parameters were 

then recorded and compared to determine the impact of masking and encryption. 

     For each of the data mining classification algorithms employed in the research, 

specific configurations were selected to ensure they delivered the best possible results for 

performance comparison. Settings such as batch size, confidence factor, discretization, 

and number of iterations during execution were determined. The configuration of the 

parameters selected for each classifier are shown in Appendix D. 
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     Before the algorithms were used for classification purposes, they were trained to 

perform within the parameters of the data sets in question. Percentage split and cross-

validation are two of the preferred methods for training algorithms. Although percentage 

split performs the work with less computational resources (Witten, Frank, & Hall, 2011), 

10-fold cross-validation was chosen for its completeness. Cross-validation is a technique 

that swaps the roles of training and testing data subsets (Tan, Steinbach, Kumar, 2006). 

The technique iteratively divides the data into n subsets or folds. Using the first n-1 folds 

to train the classifier, it then employs the last one to test for its accuracy in predicting the 

outcome variable. The process is repeated n times by swapping the roles of the training 

and testing folds, and calculating the average value to determine the overall algorithm 

accuracy. Cross-validation reduces the effects of bias that can be introduced with random 

sampling (Kohavi, 1995). According to Witten, Frank, and Hall (2011) the optimum 

number of folds needed to minimize error estimation in cross-validation is 10. The 10-

fold cross-validation process automatically controls overfitting by gauging the amount of 

data used by the prediction model, and ensuring it works for a broad set of conditions 

where prediction of patient survival is desired. Overfitting occurs when a large amount of 

similar data is used to train an algorithm. This leads to a very precise prediction model 

for a narrow spectrum of possibilities, but one that fails when attempting to predict the 

outcome of unknown conditions. The cross-validation step ensured that the algorithm 

training produces an accurate prediction model across a wide range of conditions. 

According to Wilson and Rosen (2003), 10-fold cross-validation not only provides a 

robust means of measuring classification accuracy, but does so in a statistically sound 

approach.  
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     The classification performance of the J48, Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost Ensemble, and 

Random Forest classifiers was then independently calculated and compared. A schematic 

representation of the data loading and mining process performed is shown in Figure 20. A 

description of how the process was set up and carried out using WEKA’s “Explorer” and 

“Knowledge Flow” interfaces is described in Appendix C and D. 
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Figure 20. Algorithm Training and Validation Process 
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Resources Used 

     The research study utilized the hardware, software, and data resources outlined below.  

Hardware 

     Hardware resources include a personal computer platform and an external hard disk. A 

Dell Latitude E7470 Ultrabook computer platform with 16 GB of RAM and a Toshiba 

160 GB expanded hard drive were used to download and store the raw and preprocessed 

data sets and to run the analytical, data processing, and graphic design software.  

Software 

     The hardware platform employed Microsoft Windows® 10 Pro 64-bit operating 

system and Java 8 general purpose programming language. The data mining application 

software included WEKA version 3.8.1, with Java runtime version 1.8.0_112-b15 (Hall, 

et al., 2009). WEKA is maintained by the open source community and was used under a 

general public license. The software was used to train and to validate the inductive 

learning classification algorithms employed in the study. Installation of the software 

followed standard procedures outlined by the University of Waikato. Best practices 

already employed by previous researchers, including Ahmadi and Abadi (2013) and Iyer 

(2013) were also followed. Ahmadi and Abadi (2013) used WEKA’s association rule 

mining capability to uncover relationships between records in data sets and to measure 

related quality of the relationships. Iyer (2013) used WEKA’s forward error correction 

and decision tree building capabilities to filter out non-relevant attributes of streaming 

data to improve quality. As an open source machine learning tool, WEKA has been used 

for over 20 years and is widely accepted in academia and the business community. 

WEKA has been extensively used in scientific research and in enterprises including 
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hospital information systems (Murugan & Kannan, 2013). WEKA is used for data mining 

simulations to assess data quality dimensions. Tiwari, Jha, and Yadav (2012) used 

WEKA to gauge performance of data mining algorithms and found that the nature of data 

sets and volume of instances played a significant part in how different algorithms 

performed. Zlotnik, Gallardo-Antolín, and Martínez (2015) further used WEKA to 

determine predictive probabilities and focused on calibration as a critical component of 

the classification problem.  

     Microsoft Excel® was used for data formatting and statistical analysis, and other 

Microsoft Office® Suite products were employed to create the documentation and 

graphics. The laboratory environment was created by the researcher within available 

private space.  

Summary 

     The goal of the research outlined herein was to define cause and effect. The specific 

objective was to experimentally determine if the implementation of masking and 

encryption techniques impacted the quality of knowledge discovery. By its nature, the 

research did not lend itself to be carried out in the natural environment using real-world 

data. Doing so would had limited how data could have been treated to test the different 

scenarios under study, and would have introduced external variables that would had 

limited the generalizability of findings. For these reasons, a controlled quasi-experimental 

approach was employed to conduct the study. The quasi-experimental approach tested the 

impact of treatment on a control and experimental group, and determined the associated 

performance of four different classifiers. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

 

Introduction 

     The quasi experiment enabled the measurement of classification performance values 

by different algorithms on a control group data set and two experimental group data sets. 

Results displayed general variations in performance parameters. The performance 

measured by J48, Naïve Bayes, and the AdaBoost and Random Forest Ensemble 

classifiers consistently showed superior values over those delivered by the baseline 

ZeroR classifier. A steady decline in performance values was also observed when data 

masking and encryption were used to protect the select attributes in the data sets.  

     Information gain rankings of the attributes in the initial data set, performed as part of 

the data preprocessing and transformation phase, had previously confirmed that the select 

attributes were among the most influential in predicting the value of the outcome variable 

(i.e., patient survival). Results of the classification performance test supported the 

premise that the use of data masking and encryption can have a measured effect on the 

quality of data mining outcomes, and potentially impact decision-making and patient 

treatment protocols. 

Findings 

     Comparing the resulting performance metric values: classification accuracy, precision, 

recall, f-measure, and ROC/AUC delivered by the four algorithms, it was found that they 

all figured within a percentage point of each other when measured within the control 

group. J48 and Random Forest consistently outperformed the other three algorithms 
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across all groups. The spread of performance figures were also observed to be tighter 

together within the experimental groups. Figure across the experimental masking and 

encryption data sets varied on average less than 5% to 6% between the algorithms in the 

same data group, but nearly doubled to 9% to 10% when compared with results obtained 

from the control and experimental groups.  

     All four algorithms and the baseline deliver similar rankings in performance values 

across the control and experimental groups. J48 performed best, followed by Random 

Forest. Naïve Bayes and AdaBoost switched ranking positions depending on the groups. 

Two sets of performance metrics, corresponding to the different filtering techniques 

employed, were calculated when using Naïve Bayes. However, performance metrics 

obtained using unsupervised numeric to nominal filtering closely overlapped the values 

obtained using supervised discretization in all three groups. Of the four classifiers used, 

AdaBoost Ensemble delivered the lowest performance values observed above the 

baseline. 

     Observations also showed that data masking and encryption, on average, delivered 

matching classification performance metrics. This was a surprising finding. All four 

algorithmic models, including the average value comparison between the control and 

experimental data sets, showed a higher ROC/AUC value over the other performance 

metrics. The larger the value of the AUC, the better the classifier is at measuring the 

outcome (Tan, Steinback, & Kumar, 2006). Comparing the AUC values of the four 

algorithms used, J48 and Random Forest delivered the higher values in all three groups. 

The performance metrics measured by each classification algorithms are compiled in 

Table 1-3. A graphical illustration of each of these is shown in Figures 21-24. Confusion 
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matrixes built by the data mining tool to produce the results listed in all four tables, as 

well as the ROC graphs providing visual representation of the cost/benefit analyses were 

also recorded and are included in Appendix D. 

Control Group 

     Table 1 lists weighted performance metrics achieved by each of the classification 

algorithms used to predict the outcome variable within the control group data set. Values 

are weighted because they are based on the set of attributes determined to carry highest 

influence on the outcome variable that they were used to predict. J48 and Random Forest 

delivered the highest values with almost matching 78% accuracy and precision.  This was 

followed by AdaBoost Ensemble at 73%. Naïve Bayes delivered the lowest performance 

metrics at 68%. Values obtained when attributes were converted from numeric to 

nominal using an unsupervised filter, matched values obtained when the same attributes 

were subjected to supervised discretization.  
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Table 1. Control Group Weighted Results 

Number of Instances: 100,000 
Number of Attributes: 13 

Algorithm ZeroR J48 Naïve Bayes 
(Non-Sup) 

Naïve Bayes 
(Sup Dis) 

Ada 
Boost 

Random 
Forest 

TP Rate 0.500 0.784 0.676 0.675 0.728 0.775 

FP Rate 0.500 0.216 0.324 0.325 0.272 0.225 

Accuracy 0.500 0.784 0.676 0.675 0.728 0.775 

Precision 0.250 0.786 0.678 0.677 0.728 0.775 

Recall 0.500 0.784 0.676 0.675 0.728 0.775 

F-Measure 0.333 0.784 0.674 0.674 0.728 0.775 

ROC/AUC 0.500 0.858 0.739 0.738 0.786 0.860 
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     Plotting the metrics obtained for each of the classification algorithms allowed a more 

practical way to view the relative performance between classifiers. A schematic 

representation is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. Graphical Representation of Control Group Performance Metrics Delivered by 
J48, Naïve Bayes, and AdaBoost and Random Forest Ensemble Algorithms Against 
Baseline ZeroR Classifier 
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     Plotting the associated ROC graphs showing the AUC for each of the classification 
algorithms also provided an easy way to compare the classifiers relative performance. 
Overlaid ROC graph produced for J48, Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost Ensemble, and Random 
Forest classifiers against the ZeroR baseline are shown in Figure 22.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Overlaid ROC Graph Produced by Classifiers for the Control Group Data Set 
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Experimental Group – Data Masking 

     Weighted performance metrics achieved by each of the classification algorithms used 

to predict the outcome variable within the first experimental group when select attributes 

were masked, are listed in Table 2. Again, J48 and Random Forest performed better than 

the rest of the classifiers with 65% and 63% accuracy and precision values respectively. 

Naïve Bayes came in third with 63% accuracy and precision when both unsupervised 

filtering and supervised discretization were used, followed by AdaBoost Ensemble with 

60% and 61% accuracy and precision values respectively.  

     Attribute masking had two noticeable effect on the classifiers’ behavior. First, the 

spread between performance metrics measured by each of them was much tighter. 

Second, Naïve Bayes delivered better performance than AdaBoost Ensemble. 
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Table 2. Experimental Group Weighted Results Using Data Masking  

Number of Instances: 100,000 
Number of Attributes: 13 

Algorithm ZeroR J48 Naïve Bayes 
(Non-Sup) 

Naïve Bayes 
(Sup Dis) 

Ada 
Boost 

Random 
Forest 

TP Rate 0.500 0.652 0.630 0.678 0.602 0.632 

FP Rate 0.500 0.348 0.370 0.372 0.398 0.368 

Accuracy 0.500 0.652 0.630 0.628 0.602 0.632 

Precision 0.250 0.653 0.630 0.628 0.613 0.632 

Recall 0.500 0.652 0.630 0.628 0.602 0.632 

F-Measure 0.333 0.652 0.630 0.628 0.592 0.632 

ROC/AUC 0.500 0.707 0.691 0.690 0.667 0.684 
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     The closeness of resulting performance metrics is illustrated by overlaying each of the 

classifiers’ measured results as shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Graphical Representation of Experimental Group Performance Metrics 
Delivered by J48, Naïve Bayes, and AdaBoost and Random Forest Ensemble Algorithms 
Against Baseline ZeroR Classifier when Data Masking was Used 
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     A plot of associated ROC graphs for the experimental data masking group is shown in 
Figure 24.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Overlaid ROC Graph Produced by Classifiers for the Experimental Data 
Masking Group Data Set 
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Experimental Group – Data Encryption 

     Weighted performance metrics achieved by each of the classification algorithms when 

select attributes were suppressed in the experimental encrypted data set are listed in Table 

3. Once again, J48 and Random Forest delivered the highest accuracy and precision with 

65% and 63% respectively. Naïve Bayes came in third also with 63% accuracy and 

precision when numeric values were transformed to nominal, and 62% when they were 

discretized using the supervised filter. AdaBoost Ensemble followed with 60% and 61% 

accuracy and precision respectively. The effect of attribute encryption on classification 

performance closely matched the results obtained when attributes were masked. 
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Table 3. Experimental Group Weighted Results Using Data Encryption  

Number of Instances: 100,000 
Number of Attributes: 9 

Algorithm ZeroR J48 Naïve Bayes 
(Non-Sup) 

Naïve Bayes 
(Sup Dis) 

Ada 
Boost 

Random 
Forest 

TP Rate 0.500 0.652 0.630 0.616 0.602 0.632 

FP Rate 0.500 0.348 0.370 0.384 0.398 0.368 

Accuracy 0.500 0.652 0.630 0.616 0.602 0.632 

Precision 0.250 0.653 0.630 0.616 0.613 0.633 

Recall 0.500 0.652 0.630 0.616 0.602 0.632 

F-Measure 0.333 0.652 0.630 0.616 0.592 0.632 

ROC/AUC 0.500 0.707 0.691 0.658 0.667 0.684 
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Associated performance metrics measured by each of the classification algorithms are 

graphically illustrated in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25. Graphical Representation of Experimental Group Performance Metrics 
Delivered by J48, Naïve Bayes, and AdaBoost and Random Forest Ensemble Algorithms 
against Baseline ZeroR Classifier when Data Encryption was Used 
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     A plot of associated ROC graphs for the experimental data encryption group is shown 
in Figure 26.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Overlaid ROC Graph Produced by Classifiers for the Experimental Data 
Encryption Group Data Set 
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     To compare the performance of each classification algorithms across the control and 

experimental groups, average results of each of the seven metrics values were calculated. 

Tabulated results are shown in Table 4. Average performance measures across control 

and experimental groups are listed in Table 5. The variance observed for each measured 

parameter between groups are shown in Table 6.    
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Table 4. Relative Classifier Performance Measures Between Groups 

Cross Validation:  10-Fold 
Control Group 
breast_cancer_100k_control.csv 

Algorithm TP FP Accuracy Precision Recall F-
Measure 

ROC/ 
AUC 

J48 0.784 0.216 0.784 0.786 0.784 0.784 0.858 

Naïve Bayes 
(Non-Sup) 

0.676 0.324 0.676 0.678 0.676 0.674 0.739 

Naïve Bayes 
(Sup Dis) 

0.675 0.325 0.675 0.677 0.675 0.674 0.378 

AdaBoost 0.728 0.272 0.728 0.728 0.728 0.728 0.786 

Random 
Forest 

0.775 0.225 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.860 

Average 0.728 0.272 0.728 0.729 0.728 0.727 0.724  

Experimental Group Using Data Masking 
breast_cancer_100k_exp_mask.csv 

J48 0.652 0.348 0.652 0.653 0.652 0.652 0.707 

Naïve Bayes 
(Non-Sup) 

0.630 0.370 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.691 

Naïve Bayes 
(Sup Dis) 

0.628 0.372 0.628 0.628 0.628 0.628 0.690 

AdaBoost 0.602 0.398 0.602 0.613 0.602 0.592 0.667 

Random 
Forest 

0.632 0.368 0.632 0.632 0.632 0.632 0.684 

Average 0.629 0.371 0.629 0.631 0.629 0.627 0.688 

  
Experimental Group Using Data Encryption  
breast_cancer_100k_exp_encrypt.csv 

J48 0.652 0.348 0.652 0.653 0.652 0.652 0.707 

Naïve Bayes 
(Non-Sup) 

0.630 0.370 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.691 

Naïve Bayes 
(Sup Dis) 

0.616 0.384 0.616 0.616 0.616 0.616 0.658 

AdaBoost 0.602 0.398 0.602 0.613 0.602 0.592 0.667 

Random 
Forest 

0.632 0.368 0.632 0.633 0.632 0.632 0.684 

Average 0.626 0.374 0.626 0.629 0.626 0.624 0.681 
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Table 5. Average Performance Measured Across Control and Experimental Groups 
       

Group TP FP Accuracy Precision Recall F-
Measure 

ROC/ 
AUC 

Control 0.728 0.272 0.728 0.729 0.728 0.727 0.724 

Exp. 
Mask 

0.629 0.371 0.629 0.631 0.629 0.627 0.688 

Exp. 
Encrypt 

0.626 0.374 0.626 0.629 0.626 0.624 0.681 

 
Table 6. Variance of Average Performance Metrics Measured Between Groups 
 

Variance TP FP Accuracy Precision Recall F-
Measure 

ROC/ 
AUC 

Between 
Control  and 
Experimental 

Mask Data 
Set 

0.099 0.099 0.099 0.098 0.099 0.100 0.036 

Between 
Control  and 
Experimental 
Encrypt Data 

Set 

0.101 0.101 0.101 0.100 0.101 0.103 0.043 
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     When comparing performance metrics obtained between the control and experimental 

groups, there was a clear decrease in values obtained when masking and encrypting the 

select attributes (i.e., marital status at diagnosis, race/ethnicity, Hispanic origin, and year 

of birth. Having built four different classification models, the ROC/AUC was used to 

determine which model made the best predictions on the outcome variable given the 

impact of treatment on the select input variables. J48 showed a more significant increase 

in the AUC value when treatment was applied, with 21% increase over the baseline 

value, followed by Random Forest with 18%. The AUC value represents the probability 

that one of the randomly selected instances from the experimental groups (i.e., patient 

from the data sets where attributes were treated) had a higher rate of survival than any 

other randomly selected patient from the control group. The higher the AUC calculated 

by a classifier in the experimental groups, the more significant the effect that data 

masking and encryption of select attributes had on the outcome variable. An illustration 

of how the average performance measures compared between the control group and the 

two experimental data sets is shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Graphical Representation Comparing Combined Performance Variance 
Between Control and Experimental Groups 
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A graphical representation of the variance observed for the average performance metrics 

between the control group and the experimental mask group, and between the control 

group and the experimental encrypt group is shown in Figure 28. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 28. Average Performance Variance Between Control and Experimental Groups 
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Data Analysis 

     Results obtained from the measured performance parameters across a control group 

and two experimental groups, provided evidence of a general impact on classification 

performance when masking and encrypting select predictor variables. The single control 

group applied no treatment to the predictor variables. The two experimental groups 

applied different types of treatment to the same predictor variables. In the experimental 

masking group, the values of the predictor variables were substituted with like values 

found within the data set. In the experimental encrypt group, the same predictor variables 

were suppressed.    

     After conducting associated algorithmic runs on the control and experimental groups, 

classification performance was observed to vary between the groups. The algorithms 

employed measured the impact of applied treatment to various degrees. The baseline 

established using ZeroR on the balanced sample, yielded the expected 50% accuracy 

across all three data sets. The absence of FPs and FNs in the control group met 

expectations and offered a high level of confidence in the model. FPs and FNs are 

generally indicative of errors, and while misclassification can be expected in any model, 

the less these occur is a sign of accuracy.  

     An interpretation of results and an assessment of the representative impact of data 

masking and encryption on the utility of the data was then made comparing the values by 

group and data protection mechanism. This enabled the determination of the trade-off 

between security of sensitive medical records and the usefulness of predicted values for 

more accurate decision-making in healthcare. 
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Statistical Significance 

     To corroborate the statistical significance of the cause and effect relationship and test 

the hypothesis that data masking and encryption have an impact on classification 

performance, a statistical analysis was performed. Statistical analyses are used to validate 

hypotheses on the basis of the available experimental data used for testing. An analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was carried out to determine if the differences in measured 

classification values, obtained using the various classifiers across the control and 

experimental groups, were substantial enough to be noteworthy between and within one 

another. Data mining studies found in the literature have used ANOVA to test differences 

between related sample data (Gao, 2015; Wilson & Rosen, 2003). To statistically test the 

hypothesis on the basis of the experimental data obtained, two-factor ANOVA with 

replication was used. Since algorithm performance measurements were obtained from 

multiple groups (i.e., one control group and two experimental groups), and multiple 

algorithms were used to measure performance parameters, two-factor ANOVA with 

replication offered a way to assess the significance of these relationships since it tests for 

differences in means between two or more groups of measurements. Given that the 

experiment measured the performance of four algorithms’ ability to predict the patients’ 

survival across a control group and two experimental groups, two-factor ANOVA was 

the most appropriate test for data analysis. Assessing the effect that the treatment of the 

four predictor variables had on the single dependent/outcome variable (patient survival), 

and determining whether there was an interacting effect between these, two-factor 

ANOVA with replication determined whether there was convergence of results and 

statistical relevancy.  
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     Statistical differences between the results obtained in experiments are generally 

considered significant when they vary by more than 5% (Witten & Frank, 2005). Using 

0.05 as the α value, the results of the ANOVA test enabled the rejection of the null 

hypothesis. Starting from the base null hypothesis that masking and encryption have no 

effect on classification performance, the results of the ANOVA test showed statistical 

significance at the sample level. This level was representative of the three states of the 

data set used in the experiment; untreated control group data, treated masked data, and 

treated encrypted data. Table 7 presents the variability among values collected from the 

experiment.  
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Table 7. Variability Among Values Collected from Experiment 

Group / Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure ROC/AUC 
CONTROL 

               J48 0.78448 0.786 0.784 0.784 0.858 
Naïve Bayes (Non-Sup) 0.67570 0.678 0.676 0.674 0.739 
Naïve Bayes (Sup Dis) 0.67495 0.677 0.675 0.674 0.378 

Ada Boost 0.72809 0.728 0.728 0.728 0.786 

Random Forest 0.77501 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.860 

MASK 
                      J48 0.65214 0.653 0.652 0.652 0.707 

Naïve Bayes (Non-Sup) 0.62999 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.691 
Naïve Bayes (Sup Dis) 0.62825 0.628 0.628 0.628 0.690 

Ada Boost 0.60200 0.613 0.602 0.592 0.667 

Random Forest 0.63208 0.632 0.632 0.632 0.684 

ENCRYPT 
               J48 0.65214 0.653 0.652 0.652 0.707 

Naïve Bayes (Non-Sup) 0.62999 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.691 
Naïve Bayes (Sup Dis) 0.61593 0.616 0.616 0.616 0.658 

Ada Boost 0.60200 0.613 0.602 0.592 0.667 

Random Forest 0.63240 0.633 0.632 0.632 0.684 
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When the source of variation was measured at the sample level representative of the three 

states of the data set, the F value was found to be greater than the F critical value, and the 

p value was observed to be less than the significance level α, which had been set at a 

value of 0.05. The set value of α represented the predisposition to accept at least five 

erroneous classifications every 100 times the data mining test is performed.  

     The lack of statistical significance when the source of variation was measured at the 

column, or classification metric level, as shown in Table 7, was indicative of the 

consistency of the measured values by each of the classifiers (i.e., accuracy, precision, 

recall, f-measure, and ROC/AUC). Since no single metric deviated in value from the 

others measured parameters, no statistical significance was observed at the column level. 

The interaction between the column corresponding to the individual metrics, and the rows 

corresponding to the individual classifiers used to measure the performance values, was 

also found not to be statistically significant. A reasons why the analysis may have failed 

to show statistical significance at the column level may had been that data masking and 

encryption had no impact on classification performance when compared as individual 

accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure, and ROC/AUC. Another reason may be that the 

research failed to collect enough data to provide sufficient evidence. According to Tan, 

Steinbach, and Kumar (2006), when comparing the performance of different classifiers, 

the variations observed may not always be statistically significant depending on the size 

of the sample. However, since the experiment used a sample size of 100,000 instances, 

this factor is not believed to be the case. Results of the two-factor ANOVA with 

replication test are shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Statistical Significance of Classification Parameters  

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 0.12899 2 0.06449 17.80935 8.477E-07 3.15041 
Columns 0.01627 4 0.00407 1.123413 0.3540183 2.52522 
Interaction 0.00978 8 0.00122 0.337504 0.9479039 2.09697 
Within 0.21728 60 0.00362 

   
       

Total 0.37232 74         
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     Results obtained from the two-factor ANOVA with replication testing revealed that a 

significant differences existed in the measured classification performance between the 

control and experimental groups. However, the results of the test did not assess which 

specific treatment group (i.e., the experimental mask or experimental encrypt), presented 

the significant difference(s). Therefore, to assess which experimental data set carried the 

most significant variation, a multi comparison post hoc Tukey honest significance 

difference (HSD) test was performed.  

     The Tukey HSD test is generally performed to confirm where variations arise between 

control and treatment groups (Wilson & Rosen, 2003). Tukey HSD test are carried out 

when an overall statistically significant difference in group means is found and the null 

hypothesis has been rejected. In this experiment, the Tukey HSD test complemented two-

way ANOVA with replication to determine which pairwise results produced the most 

significant differences in observed mean values. A re-configuration of Table 7 combined 

the variability of results by groups to enable the execution of the Tukey HSD test. The 

variability of results by groups is presented in Table 9.  
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Table 9. Variability of Measured Results by Group 

CONTROL MASK ENCRYPT 
0.7845 0.6521 0.6521 

0.7860 0.6530 0.6530 

0.7840 0.6520 0.6520 

0.7840 0.6520 0.6520 

0.8580 0.7070 0.7070 

0.6757 0.6300 0.6300 

0.6780 0.6300 0.6300 

0.6760 0.6300 0.6300 

0.6740 0.6300 0.6300 

0.7390 0.6910 0.6910 

0.6750 0.6283 0.6159 

0.6770 0.6280 0.6160 

0.6750 0.6280 0.6160 

0.6740 0.6280 0.6160 

0.3780 0.6900 0.6580 

0.7281 0.6020 0.6020 

0.7280 0.6130 0.6130 

0.7280 0.6020 0.6020 

0.7280 0.5920 0.5920 

0.7860 0.6670 0.6670 

0.7750 0.6321 0.6324 

0.7750 0.6320 0.6330 

0.7750 0.6320 0.6320 

0.7750 0.6320 0.6320 

0.8600 0.6840 0.6840 
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     As part of the Tukey HSD test, the absolute difference in the means of observed 

values by group were calculated, and the critical range determined and then compared. 

Observing the absolute difference against the critical range for each of the data set 

comparisons (i.e., control versus experimental mask, control versus experimental encrypt, 

and experimental mask versus experimental encrypt), values showing higher absolute 

difference corresponding to the comparison between control and experimental mask, and 

control and experimental encrypt, were determined to be the ones showing significantly 

different results. No significant difference was found between the experimental mask and 

experimental encrypt groups. Results of the test are presented in Table 10. The complete 

arrangement and results of the two-factor ANOVA with replication and Tukey HSD tests, 

including the associated studentized range distribution table are included in Appendix F 

and G. 
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Table 10. Multiple Comparison of Statistical Significance 

Tukey Multiple Comparison 

Qu 3.384  

Numerator df 3 Denominator df 72 

 

Comparison 
Absolute 
Comparison 

Critical 
Range Result 

Control to Mask 0.08635 0.0393455 Significantly Different 
Control to 

Encrypt 0.08951 0.0393455 Significantly Different 
Mask to Encrypt 0.00316 0.0393455 Not Significantly Different 
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     Given that the experiment sought out to investigate the causal effect of masking and 

encryption, the measured variations between the samples or states of the data sets 

represented by the control and experimental groups, was the focus for validation of 

statistical significance. Results of this test enabled the rejection of the null hypothesis that 

stated that data masking and encryption of the predictor variables in the data set had no 

effect on classification performance, and validated that treatment of these attributes in the 

form of data masking and encryption, can indeed impact the dependent/outcome variable 

and the quality of data mining results. 

Summary 

    Experimental results obtained when masking and encrypting potentially sensitive 

demographic attributes in the data set showed evidence of statistically significant impact 

on predicted patient survival. The observed 9-10% impact was indicative of the 

relationship between the weight and ranking of the demographic attributes with respect to 

their influence on the patient survival and the extent of the effect on knowledge 

discovery. In practice, this was representative of the risk of basing treatment decisions 

using data sets where attributes may often be masked or encrypted for patient privacy and 

security concerns.      

     Using data mining tools to develop applications that will automatically rank attributes’ 

relative information gain and alert clinicians to the impact that masked and/or encrypted 

attributes may have on the quality of data mining results use to base their treatment 

decisions, is a subject for further research and potential software development. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, and Summary 

 

Introduction 

     The adoption of data mining technology continues to grow, but at the same time more 

private and sensitive information is also being protected using cryptographic techniques. 

As data mining becomes more prevalent as a decision-making tool, its trustworthiness 

become critically important. This research study examined the effect of data masking and 

encryption on the quality of data mining results measured as classification performance. 

     Data masking and encryption are two commonly used techniques employed to protect 

the confidentiality and integrity of private and sensitive data. Measuring the effect they 

had on data mining algorithms’ classification performance, provided a metric to assess 

the impact on the quality of data mining results and their ability to harness the power of 

information to assist decision-making.  

     The research study used a comprehensive medical benchmark data set representative 

of the general U.S. population, with an extensive number of instances and attributes. As 

previous researchers had found when using WEKA to gauge algorithm performance, 

significant raw data preprocessing is required for proper experimentation (Ahmadi & 

Abadi, 2013; Blake & Mangiameli, 2011; Farhangfar, et al., 2008; Tiwari, Jha, & Yadav, 

2012). Given that a large number of instances and a wide set of attributes were originally 

present in the raw data set, in order to focus on the objective of measuring classification 

performance parameters, significant data preprocessing and transformation was 

necessary. The process included the reduction in the number of instances and attributes. 
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Previous studies on classification performance had also shown that reduced number of 

attributes can improve classification accuracy among other performance parameters 

(Villacampa, 2015, Wilson & Rosen, 2003).  

     Developing a control group representative of instances that shared common attributes 

that ranked high on information gain value and influence they had on the outcome 

variable, two experimental groups were then derived. The derivative experimental 

masking group, applied treatment by replacing select attributes to emulate the effect of 

data masking. The experimental encryption group, applied treatment by suppressing 

values of the select attributes to emulate the effect of data encryption.   

Conclusions 

     The methodology outlined in this research report was validated to be sound and 

provide a repeatable means by which classification performance could be measured 

across sets of algorithms. Results of testing revealed that classification performance 

parameters, obtained after training and cross validating the experimental groups, were 

lower on average than the same metrics calculated after training and cross validating the 

control group. These results were indicative of a higher number of correctly classified 

instances in the data sets where attributes were not substituted or suppressed through 

representative masking and encryption techniques. Drawing a parallel to findings made 

by Farhangfar, et al. (2008), which showed that classification with imputed values was 

more accurate than classification with missing values, the classification error rate, and 

therefore the classification accuracy, was found in this study to decrease, as treatment 

was applied to data sets and sensitive attributes were suppressed through masking and 

encryption.  
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Implications 

     The results of this research study provided an initial assessment that confirmed that 

data masking and encryption can impact the performance of classification algorithms in a 

statistically significant manner. As the use of data mining continues to increase as a 

decision-support tool in critical applications such as healthcare, its trustworthiness must 

be assured. While more personal and sensitive information is secured through masking 

and encryption to protect individual privacy, awareness of the effects that such data 

protection techniques can have on the dependability of data mining results is essential.   

Recommendations 

     Based on the results obtained from this investigation, and the implications that the 

problem studied can have as data mining technologies see increasing adoption, additional 

research is recommended in the area of knowledge discovery quality metrics. Further 

research is necessary in fields such as zero-knowledge computing that enables extraction 

of insight from protected data without compromising confidentiality or integrity of the 

original sensitive information. Research into applications that can also map the degree to 

which protected attributes in data sets can potentially degrade derived knowledge is 

needed to fully capitalize on the potential of big data analytics. The main focus of future 

research should be to further the understanding of the interactions between data mining 

technology, analytics, and established and evolving data protection techniques such as 

masking, encryption, and new technologies such as blockchain.  

Summary 

     Results obtained from this research study provided empirical indication that data 

masking and encryption can impact classification performance in a statistically 
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significant manner, and therefore affect the trustworthiness of data mining results. 

Performance parameters measured by four different classifiers delivered sizeable 

variations between the control group, where the data set attributes were untouched, and 

the two experimental groups where select attributes were substituted or suppressed to 

simulate the effects of data masking and encryption. The findings led to the rejection of 

the null hypothesis and the notion that the use of data masking and encryption do not 

necessarily have a detrimental effects on data mining algorithms’ ability to extract 

valuable insight from large data sets.  
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Appendix A 

SEER Data Record Description Summary 

 

     Table below lists all 121 attributes contained in original SEER breast cancer data set, 

including NAACCR name, item number, variable name, year, position and field length. 
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Appendix B 

Attribute Evaluation and Ranking Results 

 

     Of the total 19 attributes included in the preprocessed breast cancer data set (18 plus 

the classification variable), the 12 highest ranking ones for information gain value were 

considered. The selected subset ensured that only attributes that significantly impacted 

the outcome variable (survival) were used in the experiment. Employing a method similar 

to the one used by Al-Bahrani, Agrawal, and Choudhary (2013), and Bellaachia and 

Guven (2006), the attributes’ relative information gain were determined using “InfoGain 

AttributeEval” from the “Explorer” tab for “Select Attributes” in WEKA, and “Ranker” 

as the search method.  
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  === Run information === 
Evaluator:    weka.attributeSelection.InfoGainAttributeEval  
Search:       weka.attributeSelection.Ranker -T -1.7976931348623157E308 -N -1 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   19          
Evaluation mode:    evaluate on all training data 
 
=== Attribute Selection on all input data === 
Search Method: Attribute ranking. 
Attribute Evaluator (supervised, Class (nominal): 19 SURVIVAL): Information 
Gain Ranking Filter 
 
Ranked attributes: 
 
 0.057939   6 YEAR OF BIRTH 
 0.049508   1 MARITAL STATUS AT DX 
 0.020809  14 RESON FOR NO SURGERY 
 0.019207  11 HISTOLOGIC TYPE ICD-O-3 
 0.016646   9 HISTOLOGY (92-00) ICD-O-2 
 0.01562    7 PRIMARY SITE 
 0.010745  15 RX SUMM-RADIATION 
 0.010725  17 SEER HISTORIC STAGE A 
 0.009326  16 RX SUMM-SURG/RAD SEQ 
 0.009017   2 RACE/ETHNICITY 
 0.005044   3 NHIA DERIVED HISPANIC ORIGIN 
 0.004056   5 AGE AT DIAGNOSIS 
 0.003196  10 BEHAVIOR (92-00) ICD-O-2 
 0.003196  12 BEHAVIOR CODE ICD-O-3 
 0.001368   8 LATERALITY 
 0.001227  13 DIAGNOSTIC CONFIRMATION 
 0.00083   18 FIRST MALIGNANT PRIMARY INDICATOR 
 0.000121   4 SEX 
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Appendix C 

Experimental Setup 

 

     To initially create the control and experimental groups, the SEER Program Coding 

and Staging Manual (Adamo, Dickie, Ruhl, (2015) was used to determine the record 

format and the attribute headers. Once attribute headers were added, the raw breast 

cancer data set had to be preprocessed to conform to format requirements to enable the 

data mining tool to be used. A method modeled on one employed by Amado, Dickie, and 

Ruhl (2015) was followed. Since the SEER database comprises patient data across a 40 

year period, different attributes had been added over time to the data set. It was therefore 

important to select only common attributes for the research. Downloading the breast 

cancer data set into Microsoft Excel®, a comma separated value (CSV) file was created to 

initially preprocess and removed all attributes not common across the entire sample 

period.  

     Opening breast_cancer_complete.csv, the value for the survival attribute initially 

downloaded as a numeric value in months, was changed to a categorical value using a 

two-step process. First, an IF function was used to replace the value for each instance in 

the attribute column: a zero for all values < 60 months and a one for all values > 60 

months. Step two used the “search and replace” feature to find and substitute all zero 

values for NO and all one values for YES.  This change converted the dependent/ 

outcome variable to a binary nominal variable, in line with the objective of predicting 

accuracy of patient survival beyond 60 months from initial diagnosis. In order to facilitate 

the classification process, the dependent classification variable (survival in the case of 
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this experiment) must be set to a binary nominal value with only two potential outcomes 

(Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006). Using the SEER “other cause of death” classification, 

records of patients that died of reasons other than their cancer were also filtered out of the 

sample. For this purpose, instances with attribute code other than zero (indicating cancer) 

were deleted from the data set. 

     Following the framework of the KDD model, WEKA was used to further preprocess 

breast_cancer_complete.csv to create the control group data set, and to apply treatment to 

the predictor variables to create the experimental groups. Once preprocessing and 

transformation created the control and experimental data sets, WEKA was used run the 

four classification algorithms in sequence. Doing this first for the control and then for the 

experimental groups enabled the performance analysis to be conducted in an orderly 

manner, and results to be compiled and recorded for comparison. 

     To create the control and experimental data sets with the associated preprocessed data, 

the sample breast_cancer_100k.csv was loaded in WEKA using the “Explorer” interface. 

With the data set loaded, filters were applied to substitute or suppress select attributes to 

create the experimental group data sets. Since the filtering was performed prior to the 

classification process, unsupervised filters were used. The steps taken in WEKA to create 

the control data set are listed below:  

1. Using “Unsupervised/Attribute/Remove,” attributes not falling in the top 12 

ranking were removed from the data set. Attribute indices 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 18 

were selected and removed. 

2. Using “Unsupervised/Attribute/Numeric to Nominal,” numeric attributes in the 

data set were transformed into nominal values. Attribute indices 1-5 and 7-12 
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were selected and changed from numeric to nominal values. This was necessary 

since values represented a coding map and therefore could not be continuous. 

Attributes included marital status at diagnosis, race/ethnicity, NHIA derived 

Hispanic origin, age at diagnosis, year of birth, histology (92-00) ICD-0-2, 

histologic type ICD-02-3, reason for no surgery, rx summary radiation, rx 

summary-surgery/radiation sequence, SEER historic stage A. 

3. Using “Unsupervised/Attribute/Replace Missing Values,” absent nominal values in 

the data set were replaced with modes from the training data. Having completed the 

transformation process, the derived file was saved as the control data set: 

breast_cancer_100k_ control.csv. 

     To create the two experimental data sets, further transformation of the control data set 

was necessary using additional unsupervised filters to emulate the effects of data masking 

and encryption. The steps taken to create the two experimental data sets are listed below: 

1. Using “Unsupervised/Attribute/Replace with Missing Value,” attribute indices 1-

3 and 5 were selected and the probability changed from default 0.1 to 1.0. This 

replaced existing values for marital status at diagnosis, race/ethnicity, NHIA 

derived Hispanic origin, and year of birth with blank values. With these attribute 

values erased, “Unsupervised/Attribute/Replace Missing with User Constant” was 

selected, and again attribute indices 1-3 and 5 were specified one at a time. This 

replaced the missing values with randomly selected user-supplied nominal 

constant values already present in the control data set (i.e., 1 for single marital 

status, 01 for race white, 5 for other Hispanic origin, and 1972 for birth year). The 

changes represented the effect of masking the attributes. Having completed this 
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step, the experimental masked data set was finalized and the file saved as: 

breast_cancer_100k_ exp_mask.csv. 

2. Using the filter “Unsupervised/Attribute/Replace with Missing Value,” missing 

values were introduced in the data set to emulate the effect of encryption. 

Attribute indices 1-3 and 5 representing marital status at diagnosis, race/ethnicity, 

NHIA derived Hispanic origin, and year of birth were selected and the probability 

set to one to suppress the attribute values from the data set. Once this final step 

was completed, the experimental encrypted data set was finalized and the file 

saved as: breast_cancer_100k_ exp_encrypt.csv. 

     Using WEKA’s “Explorer” interface, each of the classification algorithms were then 

executed on all three data sets. Associated metrics for weighted accuracy, precision, 

recall, and f-measure were calculated, and ROC graphs produced. Each data set was 

loaded from “Open File” under the “Preprocess” tab. To reduce the number of leaves in 

the decision trees, “MinNumObj” corresponding to the minimum number of instances 

considered per leaf in the tree, was increased from the default value of two. The higher 

the minimum number object, the smaller the tree. Recording test result, WEKA then 

computed the average value for algorithm’s accuracy. 

     To plot relative classifier performance values across the control group, experimental 

mask, and experimental encrypt groups, WEKA’s “Knowledge Flow” interface was used. 

An illustration of the process map showing each of the steps taken to overlay the ROC 

graphs produced be each of the classifiers is shown below. 
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Appendix D 

Configuration of Classification Algorithms 
 

Configuration Parameters Used for each of the Algorithms Employed in the Experiment  

Parameter ZeroR J48 Naïve 
Bayes 

AdaBoost Random 
Forest 

Batch Size 100 100 100 100 100 
Binary Split  False    
Collapse Tree  True    
Confidence Factor  0.25    
Debug False False False False False 
Do Not Check 
Capabilities 

False False False False False 

Do Not Make Split 
Point Actual Value 

 False False   

Minimum Number 
of Objects 

 2    

Minimum Decimal 
Places 

2 2 2 2 2 

Number of Folds  3    
Reduce Error 
Pruning 

 False    

Save Instance Data  False    
Use Kernel 
Estimator 

  False   

Use Supervised 
Discretization 

  False   

Number of 
Iterations 

   10 100 

Seed  1  1 1 
Use Reshaping    False  
Weight Threshold    100  
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Appendix E 

Classification Results 
 

WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ control.csv Data Set Using ZeroR 

 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.rules.ZeroR  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
ZeroR predicts class value: YES 
 
Time taken to build model: 0.01 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       50000               50      % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     50000               50      % 
Kappa statistic                          0      
Mean absolute error                      0.5    
Root mean squared error                  0.5    
Relative absolute error                100      % 
Root relative squared error            100      % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
1.000     1.000       0.500       1.000    0.667          0.000   0.500         0.500          YES 
0.000     0.000       0.000       0.000    0.000          0.000   0.500         0.500          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.500     0.500       0.250      0.500    0.333           0.000   0.500         0.500      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 50000     0 |     a = YES 
 50000     0 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for ZeroR 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ control.csv Data Set Using J48 

 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
J48 pruned tree 
 
Number of Leaves  :  2303 
 
Size of the tree :  4136 
 
Time taken to build model: 19.37 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       78448               78.448  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     21552               21.552  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.569  
Mean absolute error                      0.2701 
Root mean squared error                  0.3894 
Relative absolute error                 54.0106 % 
Root relative squared error             77.8867 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.753      0.184      0.803        0.753   0.778          0.570   0.858         0.846          YES 
0.816      0.247      0.768        0.816   0.791          0.570   0.858         0.808           NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.784     0.216       0.786        0.784   0.784          0.570   0.858         0.827      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 37663 12337 |     a = YES 
  9215 40785 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for J48 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_control.csv Data Set Using Naïve Bayes 

(Using Supervised Filter for Attribute Discretization)  

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control-
weka.filters.supervised.attribute.Discretize-R1-5,7-12-precision6 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes ClassifierTime taken to build model: 0.01 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       67495               67.495  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     32505               32.505  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.3499 
Mean absolute error                      0.3926 
Root mean squared error                  0.457  
Relative absolute error                 78.5149 % 
Root relative squared error             91.399  % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.617      0.267      0.698       0.617    0.655          0.352  0.738          0.751          YES 
0.733      0.383      0.657       0.733    0.693          0.352  0.738          0.717          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.675     0.325      0.677        0.675   0.674           0.352  0.738          0.734      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30862 19138 |     a = YES 
 13367 36633 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Naïve Bayes  
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(Using Unsupervised Filter for Attribute Transformation from Numeric to Nominal) 

  

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.NumericToNominal-R1-5,7-12-
weka.filters.supervised.attribute.Discretize-Rfirst-last-precision6 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes Classifier 
Time taken to build model: 0.04 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       67570               67.57   % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     32430               32.43   % 
Kappa statistic                          0.3514 
Mean absolute error                      0.3914 
Root mean squared error                  0.4568 
Relative absolute error                 78.2782 % 
Root relative squared error             91.3584 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.613      0.262      0.701       0.613    0.654          0.354   0.739         0.753          YES 
0.738      0.387      0.656       0.738    0.695          0.354   0.739         0.717          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.676     0.324      0.678        0.676    0.674          0.354   0.739         0.735      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30667 19333 |     a = YES 
 13097 36903 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Naïve Bayes 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ control.csv Data Set Using AdaBoost 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.meta.AdaBoostM1 -P 100 -S 1 -I 10 -W 
weka.classifiers.trees.DecisionStump 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
AdaBoostM1: Base classifiers and their weights: 
 
Number of performed Iterations: 10 
 
Time taken to build model: 3.01 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       72809               72.809  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     27191               27.191  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.4562 
Mean absolute error                      0.4245 
Root mean squared error                  0.4452 
Relative absolute error                 84.9052 % 
Root relative squared error             89.0478 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.718      0.261      0.733       0.718    0.725         0.456   0.786          0.799          YES 
0.739      0.282      0.723       0.739    0.731         0.456   0.786          0.742          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.728     0.272       0.728       0.728    0.728         0.456   0.786          0.770      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 35879 14121 |     a = YES 
 13070 36930 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for AdaBoost 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ control.csv Data Set Using Random Forest 

  

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.RandomForest -P 100 -I 100 -num-slots 1 -K 0 -
M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
RandomForest 
 
Bagging with 100 iterations and base learner 
 
weka.classifiers.trees.RandomTree -K 0 -M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 -do-not-check-
capabilities 
 
Time taken to build model: 44.5 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       77501               77.501  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     22499               22.499  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.55   
Mean absolute error                      0.2711 
Root mean squared error                  0.3942 
Relative absolute error                 54.2228 % 
Root relative squared error             78.8323 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.756     0.206      0.786        0.756    0.771         0.550   0.860          0.875          YES 
 0.794    0.244      0.765        0.794    0.779         0.550   0.860          0.839          NO 
Weighted Avg.    
0.775     0.225      0.775        0.775    0.775         0.550   0.860          0.857      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 37786 12214 |     a = YES 
 10285 39715 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Random Forest 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_mask.csv Data Set Using ZeroR 

 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.rules.ZeroR  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp-mask 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
ZeroR predicts class value: YES 
 
Time taken to build model: 0.01 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       50000               50      % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     50000               50      % 
Kappa statistic                          0      
Mean absolute error                      0.5    
Root mean squared error                  0.5    
Relative absolute error                100      % 
Root relative squared error            100      % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
1.000     1.000      0.500       1.000    0.667          0.000   0.500          0.500          YES 
0.000     0.000      0.000       0.000    0.000          0.000   0.500          0.500          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.500     0.500      0.250       0.500    0.333         0.000    0.500          0.500      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 50000     0 |     a = YES 
 50000     0 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for ZeroR 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_mask.csv Data Set Using J48 

=== Run information === 
 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp-mask 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
    
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
J48 pruned tree 
 
Number of Leaves  :  415 
 
Size of the tree :  745 
 
Time taken to build model: 6.47 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       65214               65.214  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     34786               34.786  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.3043 
Mean absolute error                      0.4288 
Root mean squared error                  0.466  
Relative absolute error                 85.7604 % 
Root relative squared error             93.2005 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.620     0.315       0.663       0.620    0.640         0.305   0.707          0.703          YES 
0.685     0.380       0.643       0.685    0.663         0.305   0.707          0.682          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.652     0.348      0.653        0.652    0.652         0.305   0.707          0.693      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30983 19017 |     a = YES 
 15769 34231 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for J48 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_mask.csv Data Set Using Naïve Bayes 

(Using Supervised Filter for Attribute Discretization)  

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp-mask-
weka.filters.supervised.attribute.Discretize-R1-5,7-12-precision6 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes Classifier 
Time taken to build model: 0.02 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       62825               62.825  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     37175               37.175  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.2565 
Mean absolute error                      0.4199 
Root mean squared error                  0.4769 
Relative absolute error                 83.9861 % 
Root relative squared error             95.3704 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.620     0.364      0.630        0.620    0.625          0.257   0.690         0.685          YES 
0.636     0.380      0.626        0.636    0.631          0.257   0.690         0.682          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.628     0.372      0.628        0.628    0.628         0.257    0.690         0.684      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 31011 18989 |     a = YES 
 18186 31814 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Naïve Bayes  
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(Using Unsupervised Filter for Attribute Transformation from Numeric to Nominal) 

  

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp-mask-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.NumericToNominal-R1-5,7-12 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes Classifier 
Time taken to build model: 0.03 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       62999               62.999  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     37001               37.001  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.26   
Mean absolute error                      0.4187 
Root mean squared error                  0.4765 
Relative absolute error                 83.7481 % 
Root relative squared error             95.2915 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.621      0.361     0.632        0.621    0.626         0.260   0.691          0.686          YES 
0.639      0.379     0.628        0.639    0.633         0.260   0.691          0.684          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.630     0.370      0.630        0.630   0.630          0.260   0.691          0.685      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 31032 18968 |     a = YES 
 18033 31967 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Naïve Bayes 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_mask.csv Data Set Using AdaBoost 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.meta.AdaBoostM1 -P 100 -S 1 -I 10 -W 
weka.classifiers.trees.DecisionStump 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp-mask 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
AdaBoostM1: Base classifiers and their weights:  
 
Decision StumpNumber of performed Iterations: 10 
 
Time taken to build model: 2.69 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       60200               60.2    % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     39800               39.8    % 
Kappa statistic                          0.204  
Mean absolute error                      0.4601 
Root mean squared error                  0.4784 
Relative absolute error                 92.0204 % 
Root relative squared error             95.6769 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.755      0.551      0.578       0.755    0.655         0.214   0.667          0.659          YES 
0.449      0.245      0.647       0.449    0.530         0.214   0.667          0.654          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.602     0.398       0.613       0.602   0.592         0.214   0.667           0.656      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 37758 12242 |     a = YES 
 27558 22442 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for AdaBoost 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_mask.csv Data Set Using Random Forest 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.RandomForest -P 100 -I 100 -num-slots 1 -K 0 -
M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp-mask 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
RandomForest 
 
Bagging with 100 iterations and base learner 
 
weka.classifiers.trees.RandomTree -K 0 -M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 -do-not-check-
capabilities 
 
Time taken to build model: 46.23 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       63208               63.208  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     36792               36.792  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.2642 
Mean absolute error                      0.417  
Root mean squared error                  0.4825 
Relative absolute error                 83.4027 % 
Root relative squared error             96.4907 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.617     0.353      0.636        0.617    0.627         0.264   0.684          0.688          YES 
0.647     0.383      0.628        0.647    0.637         0.264   0.684          0.665          NO 
Weighted Avg.    
0.632     0.368     0.632        0.632     0.632         0.264   0.684          0.676      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30870 19130 |     a = YES 
 17662 32338 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Random Forest 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_encrypt.csv Data Set Using ZeroR 

 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.rules.ZeroR  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp_encrypt-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   9 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
ZeroR predicts class value: YES 
 
Time taken to build model: 0.01 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       50000               50      % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     50000               50      % 
Kappa statistic                          0      
Mean absolute error                      0.5    
Root mean squared error                  0.5    
Relative absolute error                100      % 
Root relative squared error            100      % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
 1.000     1.000     0.500        1.000   0.667          0.000   0.500          0.500          YES 
0.000       0.000    0.000        0.000   0.000          0.000   0.500          0.500          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.500      0.500     0.250        0.500   0.333          0.000   0.500          0.500      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 50000     0 |     a = YES 
 50000     0 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for ZeroR 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_encrypt.csv Data Set Using J48 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp_encrypt-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   9 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
J48 pruned tree 
 
Number of Leaves  :  415 
 
Size of the tree :  745 
 
Time taken to build model: 5.66 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       65214               65.214  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     34786               34.786  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.3043 
Mean absolute error                      0.4288 
Root mean squared error                  0.466  
Relative absolute error                 85.7604 % 
Root relative squared error             93.2005 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.620     0.315      0.663        0.620    0.640         0.305   0.707          0.703          YES 
0.685     0.380      0.643        0.685    0.663         0.305   0.707          0.682          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.652     0.348      0.653       0.652     0.652         0.305   0.707         0.693      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30983 19017 |     a = YES 
 15769 34231 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for J48 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_encrypt.csv Data Set Using Naïve Bayes 

(Using Supervised Filter for Attribute Discretization)  

=== Run information === 
 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_control-
weka.filters.supervised.attribute.Discretize-Rfirst-last-precision6-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.ReplaceWithMissingValue-R1-3,5-S1-P1.0 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   13 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes ClassifierTime taken to build model: 0.04 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
 
Correctly Classified Instances       61593               61.593  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     38407               38.407  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.2319 
Mean absolute error                      0.4441 
Root mean squared error                  0.4838 
Relative absolute error                 88.8229 % 
Root relative squared error             96.7636 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.585      0.353      0.624        0.585   0.604          0.232   0.658         0.662          YES 
0.647      0.415      0.609        0.647   0.627          0.232   0.658         0.635          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.616     0.384       0.616        0.616   0.616          0.232   0.658         0.648      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 29244 20756 |     a = YES 
 17651 32349 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Naïve Bayes  
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(Using Unsupervised Filter for Attribute Transformation from Numeric to Nominal) 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp_encrypt-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.NumericToNominal-R1,3-8 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   9 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes Classifier 
Time taken to build model: 0.02 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       62999               62.999  % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     37001               37.001  % 
Kappa statistic                          0.26   
Mean absolute error                      0.4187 
Root mean squared error                  0.4765 
Relative absolute error                 83.7481 % 
Root relative squared error             95.2915 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.621      0.361      0.632        0.621   0.626          0.260   0.691         0.686          YES 
0.639      0.379      0.628        0.639   0.633          0.260   0.691         0.684          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.630     0.370       0.630        0.630   0.630          0.260   0.691         0.685      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 31032 18968 |     a = YES 
 18033 31967 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Naïve Bayes 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_encrypt.csv Data Set Using AdaBoost 

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.meta.AdaBoostM1 -P 100 -S 1 -I 10 -W 
weka.classifiers.trees.DecisionStump 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp_encrypt-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   9 
 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
AdaBoostM1: Base classifiers and their weights:  
 
Decision Stump 
Number of performed Iterations: 10 
 
Time taken to build model: 2.12 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       60200               60.2    % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     39800               39.8    % 
Kappa statistic                          0.204  
Mean absolute error                      0.4601 
Root mean squared error                  0.4784 
Relative absolute error                 92.0204 % 
Root relative squared error             95.6769 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.755     0.551      0.578        0.755    0.655         0.214   0.667          0.659          YES 
0.449     0.245      0.647        0.449    0.530         0.214   0.667          0.654          NO 
Weighted Avg.     
0.602    0.398      0.613         0.602   0.592          0.214   0.667          0.656      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 37758 12242 |     a = YES 
 27558 22442 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for AdaBoost 
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WEKA Results breast_cancer_100k_ exp_encrypt.csv Data Set Using Random Forest 

  

=== Run information === 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.RandomForest -P 100 -I 100 -num-slots 1 -K 0 -
M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 
Relation:     breast_cancer_100K_exp_encrypt-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1-
weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1 
Instances:    100000 
Attributes:   9 
Test mode:    10-fold cross-validation 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
RandomForest 
Bagging with 100 iterations and base learner 
weka.classifiers.trees.RandomTree -K 0 -M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 -do-not-check-
capabilities 
 
Time taken to build model: 40.84 seconds 
 
=== Stratified cross-validation === 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances       63240               63.24   % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances     36760               36.76   % 
Kappa statistic                          0.2648 
Mean absolute error                      0.4172 
Root mean squared error                  0.4822 
Relative absolute error                 83.4497 % 
Root relative squared error             96.4401 % 
Total Number of Instances           100000      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall  F-Measure  MCC  ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
0.617      0.353      0.636       0.617    0.627         0.265   0.684          0.688         YES 
0.647      0.383      0.629       0.647    0.638         0.265   0.684          0.665         NO 
Weighted Avg.      
0.632     0.368      0.633       0.632     0.632         0.265   0.684          0.677      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
     a     b   <-- classified as 
 30872 19128 |     a = YES 
 17632 32368 |     b = NO 
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Associated cost/benefit ROC graphs for Random Forest 
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 Appendix F 

Data Analysis 

 

Statistical Significance (Using 12 Most Influential Attributes) 

 
Group / Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure ROC/AUC 
CONTROL 

               J48 0.78448 0.786 0.784 0.784 0.858 
Naïve Bayes (Non-Sup) 0.67570 0.678 0.676 0.674 0.739 
Naïve Bayes (Sup Dis) 0.67495 0.677 0.675 0.674 0.378 

Ada Boost 0.72809 0.728 0.728 0.728 0.786 

Random Forest 0.77501 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.860 

MASK 
                      J48 0.65214 0.653 0.652 0.652 0.707 

Naïve Bayes (Non-Sup) 0.62999 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.691 
Naïve Bayes (Sup Dis) 0.62825 0.628 0.628 0.628 0.690 

Ada Boost 0.60200 0.613 0.602 0.592 0.667 

Random Forest 0.63208 0.632 0.632 0.632 0.684 

ENCRYPT 
               J48 0.65214 0.653 0.652 0.652 0.707 

Naïve Bayes (Non-Sup) 0.62999 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.691 
Naïve Bayes (Sup Dis) 0.61593 0.616 0.616 0.616 0.658 

Ada Boost 0.60200 0.613 0.602 0.592 0.667 

Random Forest 0.63240 0.633 0.632 0.632 0.684 
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ANOVA: Two-Factor With Replication     

       

SUMMARY Accuracy Precision Recall 
F-
Measure 

ROC/ 
AUC Total 

CONTROL                          
Count 5 5 5 5 5 25 
Sum 3.63823 3.644 3.638 3.635 3.621 18.1762 
Average 0.72765 0.7288 0.7276 0.727 0.7242 0.72705 
Variance 0.00274 0.00267 0.00271 0.002793 0.0400592 0.0085 

       
MASK                                 
Count 5 5 5 5 5 25 
Sum 3.14446 3.156 3.144 3.134 3.439 16.0175 
Average 0.62889 0.6312 0.6288 0.6268 0.6878 0.6407 
Variance 0.00032 0.0002 0.00032 0.000471 0.0002077 0.00083 

       
ENCRYPT                          
Count 5 5 5 5 5 25 
Sum 3.13246 3.145 3.132 3.122 3.407 15.9385 
Average 0.62649 0.629 0.6264 0.6244 0.6814 0.63754 
Variance 0.00035 0.00025 0.00035 0.000493 0.0003773 0.00081 

       
Total           
Count 15 15 15 15 15  
Sum 9.91515 9.945 9.914 9.891 10.467  
Average 0.66101 0.663 0.66093 0.6594 0.6978  
Variance 0.00335 0.00321 0.00335 0.003523 0.0119933  
       

       
ANOVA       

Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Sample 0.12899 2 0.06449 17.80935 8.477E-07 3.15041 
Columns 0.01627 4 0.00407 1.123413 0.3540183 2.52522 
Interaction 0.00978 8 0.00122 0.337504 0.9479039 2.09697 
Within 0.21728 60 0.00362    

       
Total 0.37232 74         
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Variability or Measured Results by Group 

CONTROL MASK ENCRYPT 
0.7845 0.6521 0.6521 

0.7860 0.6530 0.6530 

0.7840 0.6520 0.6520 

0.7840 0.6520 0.6520 

0.8580 0.7070 0.7070 

0.6757 0.6300 0.6300 

0.6780 0.6300 0.6300 

0.6760 0.6300 0.6300 

0.6740 0.6300 0.6300 

0.7390 0.6910 0.6910 

0.6750 0.6283 0.6159 

0.6770 0.6280 0.6160 

0.6750 0.6280 0.6160 

0.6740 0.6280 0.6160 

0.3780 0.6900 0.6580 

0.7281 0.6020 0.6020 

0.7280 0.6130 0.6130 

0.7280 0.6020 0.6020 

0.7280 0.5920 0.5920 

0.7860 0.6670 0.6670 

0.7750 0.6321 0.6324 

0.7750 0.6320 0.6330 

0.7750 0.6320 0.6320 

0.7750 0.6320 0.6320 

0.8600 0.6840 0.6840 
 

Sum 18.1762 16.0175 15.9385 
Mean 0.7270 0.6407 0.6375 
Variance 0.0085 0.0008 0.0008 
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Tukey Multiple Comparison 

Qu 3.384  

Numerator df 3 Denominator df 72 

 

Comparison 
Absolute 
Comparison 

Critical 
Range Result 

Control to Mask 0.08635 0.0393455 Significantly Different 
Control to 

Encrypt 0.08951 0.0393455 Significantly Different 
Mask to Encrypt 0.00316 0.0393455 Not Significantly Different 

 
Factor Levels: 3 Total # Groups 

n  75 Total # Observations 

n. 25 # of Observations in One Particular Group 

Qu 3.384 From Studentized Range Distribution Table 

s^2pooled 0.0034 
Average Variance Across Groups  
Equals ANOVA MS Within Groups  

Critical Range 0.03934548 Qu √(s^2pooled / n.) 
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Appendix G 

Critical Value Table 

 

     The studentized range distribution table defines the value for the basic 

statistic Qu used in the Tukey HSD multiple comparison test (Student, 1927).  
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